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PREFACE

The training packet for schOol bus drivers who transport the Nandi -,

capped is designed to assist persons Who are responsible fo .providing

thntraining with a consistent format for updating river galls. The
format_has_been_field tesga and refined over a two year period to
Aeteine its effectivenessAm meeting training needs.

The two day training session is intended-to give an overview oft ,the

characteristics of exceptional students wio cause the greatest concern
among school bus drivers and to introduce related topics concerning_:

driver responsibilities;
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A GUIDE TO INSERVICE FOR
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

TRANSPORTING HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION

4

Transportation of handicapped students has become a major concern of bus
drivers and educators during the last decade; From 1968 to 1973; as
school districts geared up to meeting the legislative mandate to serve
all handicapped children; drivers were faced with new challenges and new
opportunities as bus routes were adapted and adlusted to meet the needs
of handicapped studepts. Shuttle buses were often utilized to deliver
the child in a wheelchair to his assigned school. Special accommodations
had to be made_for the deaf student; especially the very young child; to
arrive at his destination_ safely. Blind children presented another set
of concerns; especially since some -of the handicapped population need
to be served out-of-county to receive an appropriate education.

Much of the trauma -of providing transportation for the growing handi-
capped population- has subsided after several years of experience.
Drivers -have developed many skills along the way Which have allowed them
to safely -and efficiently transport_ these students. They have also
recognized the need for assistance in neeting_the_challenge of_both
providing services to theseverelV handicapped and_providing these serv-
ices at an earlier age. Transportation of these students, some of whom
haveatwo hour/one Fay bus ride, requires school bus driver and school
bus driver aides to have many_ :of the same competencies which a classroom
teacher or teacher aide must have at the school; The yellow school bus
can And should be an extension of the school environment which serves as
a learning experience for students who; during the 1960's; would have
probably been confined almost exclusively to their home environment.

In an effort to respond to the request of school bus_drivers for train-7
ing WhiC.Priould,make them more responsive to the needs of the handi-
capped:youngsters theytransport; and to recognize drivers_as an
integral_part of the education team; this training module has been
developed. It is designed to provide school diStrictpersonnel with a
pattern whereby they_can_update the skills of school bus drivers who
transport the exceptionaratudent.

OVERVIEW

This:ResourceMartual for School Bus Drivers of the Handicapped contains
a brief introduction to each of the areas of exceptionality which are
included in the agenda in addition to resources which are recommended
for supplementary information and a discussion outline; The excep-
tionalities which are addressed in the-manual are not; however; all
inclusive; 'Most of the students who are being served in special
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programs de not require_any significant adaptation of their

environment or any singling out from the student who is served full-

time in the regUlar classroom while they are being transported. For

that reason, only_studeneswhohave physical disabilities including

the deaf and the blind students; students who are moderately,

severely; or prOfoundlymentally handicapped or students -who have

severe emotional handicaps are the focus of thistraihingpackage.

These are the dents who cause the school bUS driver and the

school bug driver aide thegreatest concern on -the ride between the

home and the school; These are the students Whd need a_hydraulic

lift bus to safely board the bus. These_dre_the students who may

endanger the safety of other passenger!' by their acting out behavior

These are the students who cannot hear and need to sit very near the

driver so that communication -can take_plate. These are the students

who cannot see who need -to sit -in in the same pi ce every day so that

they can be independently mobile. These are the-students who can

benefit from having a_school bud driver who is aware of their special

needs and knowledgeable about their handicapping condition:

Also included_ta the training manual are five special topics. These

became part of the_sessionbetause of specific needs which were

expressed by school bus drivers during the pilot training sessions.

One special topic, MedicalAspects; gives some baste information

regarding contagious diseases; effects of some of the Major medica-

tions and some -do's anddon'ts regarding medical_iriterVention.
Another.i_topit deals with the legal responsibilitied of the driver

and i6046Signed to specify some of the ways in Whith the school bus

driver Van protect himself/herself against being legally liable

accidents or injury;

A separate sectionis_devoted to handling seizures: While this is a

medical problem and also one which is ofteh'tovered in the first aid

Courses; it is singled out for thiA 'training because it is signifi-

cant enough for a separate training session: carrying; and

transferring is a fourth special topiC relating exclusively to the

Student who has an orthopedic handicap.

Finally; directions for conducting a_simulated exercise; "Working_

With Familiesi" is also_included. This is designed to give-insight

into the ways in which better communication can be establiShed

between the school bus driver and the home environment.

The overall objectives of the training session for school bus driv-
_

ers and school bus drivers aides are:

1. To provide an awareness of some of the characteristics of stu-

dent6 who are physically impaired; visUally_itpaired, hearing

impaired, mentally retarded or emotionally handicapped;

2. TO develop skills in communicating effectively with



3, To provide an awareness of some of the medical aspects and the
legal responsibilities of school bus drivers.

4. To develop skills in handling seizures and lifting, carrying and
transferring the handicapped student.

The need for addition'al training should not be overlooked. Behavior
modifieation techniques, effective communication with school based
personnel 'and enroute activities as an extension of the school day
are some of the topics projected for subvequent training'sessions.

3
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OUTLINE
SCHOOL BUS DRIVR TRAINING PACKET

The packet for the training session for school bus drivers.who trans-
port the handicapped includes a gaining manual, video tapes and
audio tapes as follows:

Training manual

a. A discussion outline for the major topics
b. Suggested resource persons for each major topic

descriptor, i.e., public health nurse)
c. Resource materials available
d. Suggested handouts
e. A tentative agenda'
f. Pre -test and posttest
g. Evaluation form

(by

2. Video tapes

A. Tape 1: Introtuction to the Training Session
Landis M. Stetler

The Student who is Physically Impaired
Patt-icia A. Hollis

The Student who is Visually Impaired
Marie K. Kreimer

The Student who is*Hearing Impaired
Gladys Crawford

b. Tape 2: The Student who is Mentally Retarded
' Evelyn Syfrett

c. Tape 3: The Student who is Emotionally Handicapped
Diana Wells

d. Tapk4: Legal Issues in transporting -the Handicapped
William Floss

e. Tape 5: Lifting, Carrying and Transferring the
Handicapped , Mary Bowers

3. Audio tapes transcribed from video tapes as above for use/
when video equipment is not available or when video

,presentation is not possible as with a very large group.

The training films recommended or use; "Lifeline to Learning" and
"Problems in Transporting the Haridicapped" are available from the
Clearinghouse/Information Center, Department of Education, Knott -

Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32304 and from the Department of
Education, School Transportation Section, Knott Building,
Tallahassee, Florida 33304.

The film "Images. of Epilepsy". recommended for the presentation on
handling seizures is available from the local chapter of the Epilepsy

Foundation or from the Florida Epilepsy Foundation, 438.West Breiyard

,Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32301.
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PERSONS PRESENTING ON VIDEO-AUDIO TAPES

Mary Bowers, R.P.T.
Leon County Schools

Gladys Crawford, Consultant
Hearing Impaired_
Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students

PatriCia_A. Hollis; Consultant
Physically- Impaired; Homebound/Hospitalized
BureaU of Education for Exceptional Students

Marie K. Kreimer, Consultant.
Visual Disabilities
Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students

William Ploss, Lawyer
Florida Bar Association

Landis M. Stetler, BureaU Chief
Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students

Evelyn: Syfrett, Consultant
Mental Retardation
Bureau of EducatiOn for Exceptional Students

Diana Wells, Consultant
Emotionally Handicapped
Bureau of EdUCatiOn for Exceptional Students
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DIRECTIONTFOR USING THE TRAINING PACKET

The training is designed to be conducted in one hour blocks as
indicated on the Tentative Agenda (see Appendix). Five of the
topics have an accompanying introductory video tape or alternate
audio tape if a video presentation is not feasible. These are:

Tape 1: Introduction to the Training Session
The Student who is Physically Impaired
The Student who is Visually Impaired
The Student who is Hearing Impaired

Tape 2: The Student who is Mentally Retarded

.

Tape 3: The Student whb is EmotionallyHandicapped

Tape 4: Legal Issues IrriTransporting the Handicapped

Tape 5: Lifting; Carrying and Transferring the Handicapped

.

Tape 1 can be viewed as a single unit or presented as separate,
topics with a discussion period following each topic. Each topic
presentation should,consist of:

Video or audio tape introduction, where available
Presentation by discUssion leader as a follow-up to the
introduction

3; Discussion period

In presenting topics which do not have introductory tapes, the
manual includes ;a discussion guide with specific suggestions for
conducting the session. The manual is intended to serve as
resource:for each'presentation to provide_the_person(s) providing
the trai and the discussion,leaders with background inforNiOion
and sug ted_content for all topics. References and resources
have been included whenever pOssible.

Each topic presentation in-the manual is followed by a section on
qpnducting_the etigibti.- This section includes recommendationsi for
the selectiOn of discussion leaders and additional general'
information.

The:straining_session coordinator: should be aware of the need for
swell informedresourcepersons to serve as discussion leaders for
each topic. The roleL9f the coordinator becomes one of scheduling
all discussion leaders; infOgming theta of the purpose of the
training, and making them aware of the type of.thaterial which is:
appropriate for their presentaticin and discusSion with the group.
The coordinator can additionally assume'the role of_identifying,
needs for further training lle this session is being conducted
and acting as overall coord ator in managing the tiaining.

7



General Considerations:,

A pre-test and posy -test are.included in the Appendix; The pre-test
canbe administered vither)iefore or after the firs. film; "Life-
line to Learning." the post -test should be administered immediately
after the session on "Lifting; Carrying and Transferring the
Handicapped St dent:"

The evaluation_ form (in AppeAdix) should be completed by each partici-
pant at the end of_the session'. This will_ provide the necessary
information to revise and update the training manual. If the training
coordinator so wishes, the Department of Education would appreciate
receiving a copy of the final report'.

Participants should be urged lo make recommendatioAs' for.future train-
ing needs; This is an important function of the entire training
session and each topic:shoUld be explored for possible expansion,
clarification or revision.

The training is designed as a two-day program. Although it:can be
encapsulated into a single day, this is not recommended. The
discussion period is a_most important part_of_the training and this
would need to be significantly shortened if the training were

---tempted in one day.

Please forward any suggestiOns for improving the product directly m.o:

Patricia A. Hollis, Consultant
Physically Impaired, Homebound/Hospitalized
Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students
Knott Building i

Tallahassee; Florida 32304
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THE STUDENT WHO 13 PHYSICALLY IMPAIRED

State'Boare of Education Rule 6A-6.3015(1) identifies this population
as "one who has a physically disabling condition or other health impair-
Meht and such condition requires an adaptation in the student's school

ehVitdftmeht or curriculum." The student may have sensory.; perceptual_
and/or social - emotional developmental deficits in addition to physical

impairments.

The majority of the students who are served in programs for the physical-

ly impaired in the public school are there because of the segerity of_
their handicap. Many students who are mildly handicapped are served in
regular classrooms and have little If any difficulty adapting to the

school environment;

There are a variety of conditions and illnesses_Which may require that
a student be placed in a special class. Many of these conditions are

identifiable at birth. Doctors have become more skillfUlihthe last
fifteen years: n saving lives of infants with congenital handicaps and

most of them are able to function well with the help of braces,

crutches; wheelchairs or some other device. Others may have chronic

conditions which make them highly susceptible to respiratory ailments

or other infections. All of them are able to benefit from an educa-
tional environment and have the right to an appropriate education just

as any other student.

Mahy students enrolled in special programs for the physically impaired

need to receive occupational therapy or physical therapy or both.

Occupational therapy prepares the student to deal with his/her environ-

ment more adequately. Physical therapy teaches the student to use his/

her existing physical abilities to the.greatest-possible extent.

Teacher, teacher aides and other school personnel can be an invaluably

resource to the school bus driver. By sharing information_i the teacher

and the driver will find ways to make a student's total school day, i.e.

hours spent away from home; a more meaningful and enriching experience.

wy by coop6tative efforts of all adults who interact -with the stu-

dent can 'real learning take place. What happens; or what does not
happen, on the yellow school bus is an integral part of that learning.

A few of the most common physical conditions are described below.

Cerebral PaIS/1

The most common physical digablihg condition is cerebral palsy; which

means literalbi "braifi paralysis," indicating a malfunction or damage

to the brain. The paralysis oCtUta during pregnancy or at the time of

birth in 86% of the cases. Of the remainder; cerebral palsy is the
result of injury_td_the brain from any of a number of possible causes;

brain tumor; brain:hemorrhages, skull fractures; etc.



Cerebral palsY is classified according to the movement and according to

the limb involVetheht. Hence, one student who is cerebral palsied might

be spastic diplegic, translatedas_a person whose movements in the

affected limbs) are jerky and uncontrolled. For a diPlegie,_jerky

muscles would be very noticeableinlower limbs and_pethaps slightly

noticeable in the upperlimbs; Another student with cerebral palsy

might _be athetoid monoplegic; athetoid meaning that movements of one

limb (monoplegic) are involuntary and purposelesS.

There are many other classifications of movement and limb involvement

which_Will not be described here. The purpose of giving the above.

examples is only to indicate that cerebral_palSy is a condition which

cAn_be evidenced in anumber of ways and that merely to know that the

student who rides School Bus 87 is cerebral palsied does not give you

any real knowledge of his condition; nor are the medical termsimpor-

taht. What is important to know_is_that a student described as ataxic

hetiplegic will fall often and should be watched carefully because

these children have a very poor sense of balance;
.... _ ...

What does this mean for the school bus driver?

1. Sudden movements and_loud noises should be avoided since they may

aggravate movement disorderg especially with the child with

spasticity.

2; The position of_the child should be changed frequentlY with long

periods of sitting avoided:- In addition to the child's comfort,

this is important to prevent pressure sores on the buttocks and

muscle tightness from being in one position.

3. When the child is sitting; he should be properly_ supported and in

good body Alignment. Pillows, blocks or:other aids may be used to

maintain good position of legs, trunk and head.

4. The child should be expected to do as much as possible for himself-

in all areas including self-care, mobility, and academic skills.

5. Seat belts and safety harnesses are a necessity for children with

poet trunk control.

6. Communication skills must be practiced; Suggestions can be

provided by the speech therapist.

Spdmal Defects:

Other conditions which_are quite common in the physically impaired

population is myelomeningocele, spina 6ifida and meningocele. These

are conditions_which exist at the time of
birth and they_are character-

ized_by the Spinal cord or canal defects. _TheSe are handicapping

conditions which usually require surgery within twenty-four hours of

birth to save the life of the infant.
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While there are many differences in the effects of the three spinal dis-
orders;_myelomeningocele is_the_most_serious in that it causes paralysis
Of the lower limbs and trunk below the damaged area of the spine. The
implications of this are apparent. Since, in addition to paralysis;
there is a complete loss of skin sensation to pain, temperature and
touch in the paralyzed area, these students must be_protected against
injury in the affected parts and must shift their sitting position'
frequently; These students also have a bladder and bowel paralysis
which can require tact and consideration in handling embarrassing'situa-
tions; Xydrocephalus; known as water on the brain, is present in
90-95% of the children with viinal defects such as myelomeningocele.
Permanent drainage systems alleirg'sd to treat this condition and the
system; called a shunt; must be watched so it does not become dislodged
or injured.

Implications for School Bus Management

1, The child s hould _be guided and._ encouraged to become,independent in
ambulation; self-care, brace management, and wheelchair mobility;

2. The child should be reminded to check for blisters or redness on
insensitive skin._ If_the child is too young oDrilnable to do this
for himself, the bus driver shou41 check regularly so pressure
sores can be _prevented._ Sheepskin; water pillows and other aides
may be useful in relieving pressure areas during-long bus rides.

3. If ambulation is not realisticdueto the severity of_involvement ;
low motivation, or associated impairments,_training should focus
on independent transfers to and from the wheelchair and the ability
to perform normal daily activities from the wheelchair.

/3; Proper positioning procedures should be followed to maintain good
alignment of legs and trunk and to prevent pressure sores; Long
periods of staying in one position should be avoided.

5. Mental functioning is usually unimpaired by this condition.

Cystic Fibrosis.:

Cystic_ fibrosis is the most common cause of death from a genetic dis-
orderin the United States. It is also the most common cause of chronic
lung_disease in Caucasian children. In Florida, there is a high
incidence of cystic fibrotic children because parents of these children
tends to move to the warmer climate.

This disease is characterized by an abnormally thick, viscid mucus
being secreted into organs in the body. This Is found to especially
affect the lungs; causing difficulty breathing and a low resistance
to infection. These students need to be protected from situations which
would cause infection: drafts; cold; or other students who might be
infectious.
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What does the school bus driver need to know about the student with
cystic fibrosis.

1. The driver should be aware of all treatment measures fora child
With cystic fibrosis including diet; medications, and respiratory
trea .Bent .

The child may require frequent snacks during the day.

(

.

When.possibie; exposure.to infections.should be minimized. Immuni-
zations are extremely important to preventp.11nesses.

4; It may be necessary to limit activity due lio_reSpiratory insuf-
jciency under stress conditions. Cautih sheUld be exercised to
prevefft the child froM overheating or be Ming chilled.

S. The child must be closely follOWed by a PhySi-cians4hich should be
arranged by the child's parentS.

Muscular Dystrophy:

Another disease which -we consistently find in public schools is
muscular dyStrophy Whith causes aprogressivediffuse weakness of all
muscle groups._ Bbyg are mainly affected and inheritance patterns can
be_deMenStrated ih lAtilies.Muscular dystrophy is characterized by'
AWkWard,_ClUtSy movements: Students with this disease tire easily and

are usually obese. As the disease:progresses; they become non-ambula-
tory and lethAtgit; Transporting the muscular dystrophy student poses
a problem in lifting and carrying because of their size and Wiakness.

What does this mean for the school bus driVer?

1. The child should be encouraged to be as active as possible.
strenous exercise should be avoided at all times.

However,

2; All persons working with the child_should_be aware of the deteriorat-
ing course of the disease'and the_increaSing_debility that results;
Statements such as "you could do it last week, why can't you do it

now" should be avoided.

3. As the childbeedMeS WieelthAit7bound; he may require assistance
in transferring to and from the chair; Proper body mechanics should
be followed to =avoid injury.. If the mechanical lift is necessary,
safety procedures should be followed during its operation.

Osteogeoe-S1 A-Imperfeota:

ogt-eog-ehesis imperfecta; or brittle bone disease, is a hereditary ail=

meat: Once again; students who are afflicted require special -care in

lifting and carrying. Bones can be broken by the most minor bump or

twist;

1:2 1 6



Implications for School Bus'Management

1. The level of physical activity for the child should be stated by
the child's parents. At all times, rough play is to be avoided.

2. The child with osteogenesis iMperfects congenita; the most severe
form may require the use of a wheelchair and proper wheelchair
management procedures_shogld be followed;

3. The driver must be alert.to the possibility of fractures and should
remember that fractures may qccur spontaneously in these children.

If the driver,beiieves- a fracture may have occurred; the child .

should not be moved until the parents can be contacted. Parents
should advise all personnel of the procedures to be followed.

5. The driver should be alert ,,to the possibility of a gradually
developing hearing impairment.

Since most chlidren with osteogenesis imperfecta have normal in-
should,be participating in a progressive academic

program.

Hemopheiia:

Another relatively rare but potentially, hazardous condition for the
school bus driver is hemophilia. This disease is characertized by the
inability Of the blood to clot properly or not at all:, An individual
with hemophilia may bleed profusely from 'Minor cuts or scrapes or even
more dangerous may bleed internally from a small bump or bruise.

, Implications for School Bus Management

1. The child should be encouraged to be as active'as possible without
taking unnecessary risks. Strenous physical activities must be
avoided.

2. The -bus driver should b alert to minor bumps or bruises that
might trigger a massiv bleeding episode and should be aware of the
development of liMited and painful movement of the joints, blood in
the urine, or signs of_intracranial bleeding including headache,
dizziness, visual problems, and muscle weakness.

3. Because of.anti-Coagulant properties* aspirin should never be given
to a-child with hemophilia.

A written outline of necessary procedures should be prepared by the
parents-and distributed to all persons working_with the child. This
should include the parents'phonenumber and also the phone number of
the physician in the event that the parents. are not available.

13
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Many more examples could be givelit of specific conditions or_illnesses_

which require the school bus driver td take special precautions ttiak

particular aCCOMMOdatiqns for the passengers. But' more_than knoWledge

about hiS_Chatgea and eheir physically disabling conditions* although

this_ia ObViouSly very important; the school bus driver must -have under-

standing_and_the ability to allay these special students to -do AS much

AS possible for,themselves and to develop independence despite their

weaknesses.

CONDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

There are a number of persons who could_conduct the discussion on this..

topic. A teacher of the physically handicapped; an occupational
therapist or a physical therapist would -all -have the background as well

as the experience to go into more detail_and_to answer specific

questions; Care should be taken not to _dwell on -the medical diagnoses

but rather to emphasize those aspects of he environment whiCh must be

altered to meet the needs of the students. ,

It would be helpful to have pamphlets and other materials alailabIe

for this session. The local Chapters of -the Muscular DyStrophy

Association; the_CyatiC Fibrbeis Association, etc., all have reading
material available Whith will be helpful to workshop participants.

The discussiOn leader tay_watttoexpIore the possibility of having a
student(S) or an adult; who has cerebral palsy or some other handiCapOing
conditioh, present during the discussion. This person could brieflY

of the difficulties which must be overcome by a person who

is physically disabled;

The filth; "Lifeline to Learning;" will have been- viewed bytbe_group_

Reference should be made to the students in the -film who are physically

handicapped; such as the "little girl, who was -able to crawl on the bus."

No attempt should be made to diagnose her condition. Rather, she shOuld

be pointed outias an example of allowing a person to be as independent.

as possible;

Questions of a medical nature invariably -arise during this discussion

period; These need not be answered if thediscussion leader does not

feel comfortable with the_tipic.__ A_listof questions can be compiled

and discussed at the session on Medical Aspects.

Some determinatiOn should be made as to future training needs as tilit

discussion period ends.
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There is a very distinct difference between a student being visually impaired
00114

11/

and a student being "blind." The label "visually_imgaired" includes both

partially sighted and legally blind in its definition; The difference /

the amount of measurable vision -each person has; A partially sighted student I

is one whose vision; after_the beSt possible correction; although impaired;

is yet a primary channel of learning and_who; with considerable adjustments;

is able to perform the visual tasks required in the usual school situation.

A student who is legally blind is oftewhoiafter the best possible.corret

tion; has a central visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye or

whoseVisuaI field subtend§ an angle' of 20't or less.

.Most partially sighted and many legally blind students will need:little or

no assistance. iowever, there are some general rules to follow with these

students.

Always try to get information as to what the problem is with the student's

vision (acuity, loss of field of vision; detachedretina; etc.).

Mott common eye problems:

1. LoW acuity - The student will see everything but will see it as as if

through a tatst; They will not be able to read streetsigns; house

numbers, or in some'instances; be able to differentiate one house from

another.

2. Loss of field of vision - The student will have "blind spots;" What_

he does see he may see clearly -but may have to turn his head from
side

to side or may only see a small area in the middle of his eye.

Examples:

A. Tunnel Vision (Retinitis Pigmentosa) or Advanced Glaucoma

B. Detached Retina

sees
in this

area
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General Considerations:

1. The visually impaired. student should be placed as close to an exit
door as is possible to allow access without having to ask for
special help or to grope over obstacles such as books and other
students.

2. Seat all blind students in_the same self each_day. This should be
near the door so that the driver can inform the student when his
stop is reached.

3. On _the_ first day; show the blind student_ where his_seat_will'be_
and allow him to walk from the door to the seat and back seveial
times until he has mastered this route.

.

.

4: Speak directly to the visually impaired Child and use his/her name
Then comiunicating.

5. Some visually Impaired students are very sensit4ve to light and
should not be placed by a window.

6. A student with a detached retina should not be. allowed to have-
hard knocks or jolts; especially to the. head area; as this may

l'

cau "total" blindness;

. ..., ,

CONWCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

The teacher of the' visually impaired in the district or in the multi-
county region should be invited to lead this discussion. This person
will be able to give specific suggestions regarding mobility training.

An opthalmologist or optometrist_could_also be helpful if more medical-
ly oriented information is_needed._ This_might_be the case if, the
incidence of visually impaired students is high.

400
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THE STUDENT 11-0 IS,HEARING IMPAIRED: DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING

Florida LAW 6A-6.3013M identifies this populatiodas:

"Deaf==dheWhO is born with or acquires preIingually, a:hearing lOas so severe

unaided, that one cannot learn speech and language throUgh normal channela;
.pute tone average of 500; 1000; 2000Hz; at seventy (70) decibels or more,

ANSI, in the better ear.

Hard of Hearing--one'who is born with or acquires_a hearing lOss which may

range from mild to-Severe unaided and whose speech and language, though
imperfect; are learned through normal channels; pure tone average_of 500,-;

1000; 2000Hz between thirty (30) and aikty=hine (69) decibela, ANSI, in

the better ear."

These students are hearing impaired, bUttheithandicap is in the ability

to communicate. We learn to -talk through hearing the spoken word; A deaf

child must be taught to speak; to learn the meaning of words and to learn

how to put words together to make meaningful sentences; Some deaf children

T
also se a form of manual communication. They spell with their fingers

and/ r use signs for words and sentences.

The hearihg impaired student depends on his vision to keep him in contact

with his environment. Deafness is seldom total; therefore. most of the

students wear hearing aids. A hearing aid only makes sounds louder. It

dOeS not Make these students have normal hearing. The hearing impaired
student -is- trained to get information by listening, and by watching a
speaker's lips and facial expressions and/or hand movements. The hearing

impaired child sho414 always be treated as any other child.

HELPFUL HINTS

1. Expect the same good standards or behavior, promptness and courtesy
that you have set for other students.

2 Get the student's attention by calling his name before giving him

directions.

3. Be sure that the hearing impaired studetit can see your face when you

are giving instructions.

4. AVOid using a loud voice and exaggerated lip movements when talking to

the student. He has been trained to lip read normal speech.

5. Be sure that he understands your dinections. Repeat when neceaSaty.

If he still does not understand; change the wording. He may be having

*trouble with the meaning of a wprd.

6; At first the hearing impaired student's speech may be difficult to

understand. With listening experience, your ear will become accustomed

to the speech.



Keep in close touch with the classroom teacher. Report any infringement

to the teacher and to the parents.

tClINIDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

The teacher or the hearing impaired in -the district or in the multi-county
region should be invited to lead this discussion. This person will be
able to give specific suggestions regarding alp reading. .

An audiologist could also -be- helpful if mo ;medically oriented informa-
tion is needed. This might be the case if the ihO.disace of hearing
impaired students is unusually high.

/

a.
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THE smear WHO IS MENTALLY RETARDED

The problem of mental retardatibh With* the educational context:is an

%extremely varied and difficult one. Inthege schools, the student with

lowered intellectu ability must functi in competition with.,.the

student with highe intellettual ability./ The qnestion:which edueatora
......_

and school.bus drivers must respond to i0'"When do the ,d'i.fferOiceS in

the studeat's ability to compete become tmportant enough to require

special treatment of. some kind, either in the schOol or on the school

bus?"

In ordeg:to meetthe criteria for special placement in a school program,

'the student_Mhat_deMbhatrate lower functioning in both intellectual

activities (I.Q) and adaptive behavior." A qitudent may be doing poorly

in school but be very cpmpetent in all other behavior at home, in the

community_And_ih all school situations exceptacademic learhihg,

student should never be consideged retarded. Many factors could account

.f-ar the poor perfOrmarice academically.

The student who is tetarded is one who lacks the ski'ls to effective1'

interact with his total environment; not j-st with one segment of his

environment; Consequently; his environment must be altered to a small

or to a greats d'$gree to allout him to- function as competently as possible

This alteration of environment includes his learning program as well as

his learning style;

The degree of retardation is _classified as mild,moderate, severe, and

profound as determined by both measured intelligence and adaptive be=

havior. The level of adaptive behavior generally correlates to some

degree with\ the level of functioning on measured intelligence, beeauSe

behaviors s'ampled by current' intellig4nce tests seem to contribute'to

total adaptation. NS means' that the Mildly retarded individual would

not necessarily be singled out as being noticeably different when being

transported on the school burl. HoWever, as the condition becomes more

severe, it may be necessary to adopt certain methods in order to effec

iively communicate; with a dtudent.

The following tase,ekampleS are provided to illustrate the levels of

retardation and to shift how adaptive behavior_canvagiameng,individualS.
The examples are for chronological age six_only, but a:similar analysiS

could be _done for other age groups with additional beh,iyiors being used.

It should be Inept in mind that these are merely exampled:

-Robbie is a mildly retarded six year old. He has a speaking--061;bulary.--
-

of 300 words and uses grammatically correct sentences. 'He recognizes
_

advertising words and signs (Eckerdsi_stop, men, ladles) and relates

experiences in simple language. Robbie participates in group activities

and interacts with others in simple play (house, store); He feeds him-

self; but needs help with bathing. HOOiS toilet trained; but has an

'occasional accident. He is able to Skip and hop as well as climb stairs

with alternating feet.

20
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Susie ia_a moderately retarded six year old. She recognizes many of the
words and signs in her environment_(exit0.Texaco) and understands simple
verb- Her vocabulary consists of about 200 words, and
she:occasionallyrelates her experiences verbally. gusie participates
with others in sitple group games and_expressive activities, and she
frequently engages in role-playing (playing house) with others. She
feeds herself with a spoon and fork,.but she.occasionally spills food.
She puts on clothing_but needs help with buttons and zippers.- She is
partially toilet trained with infrequent accidents: She climbs with
alternate feet and rides a tricycle.

Janie is a severely retarded six year old. She has a ten word vocabulary
and communicates her needs with gesturesandpointing, She may play with
others for short periods of time under direction but does not interact
with other children voluntarily; Janie recognizes thesignificantadults
in her environment and has definite favorites; She tries to feed herself
with a spoon but usually prefers finger-feeding; She can remove her own
shoes and socks'but is not able to put on any clothing. Janie will in-
dicate a toilet accident and will occasionally indicate a toilet need;
She can walk unassisted and she is able -to pass objects to others..

Peggy/is a profoundly retarded six year old. She does not speak though
she continually vocalizes. She communicates her_needs with noises and an
occasional gesture. Peggy will play "patty-cake7 at times but she
generally plays imitatively with no interaction. She is not able to feed
herself_with a spoon; but_Shedoes feed herself with her fingers reason-
ably well._ She does not drink from a cup without assistance.; She cooper-
ates with dressing_and bathing but cannot put on -or- remove any clothing.
She walks unsteadily_and_cannot run but her eye:gland movements are reason-
ably well_coordinated. Peggy does not indicate toilet need but will
occasionally indicate toilet accident.

*rpm these examples, it becomes evident that the school bus driver must
have some information regarding the functioning level of these students.

In Leneral, however, the driver needs to be aware ti4t thes students
need to be treated as normally to possible; realizing that they will have
to have directions repeated often and that their ability:to cope with un-
familiar facets of their environment is limited;

CONDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

The supervisor of the program for the mentally retarded or a teacher in

that program should be chosen to lead this discussion session. These

persons would be able to;recommend_specific techniques for making the

time spent on the school bus a profitable learning experience for the

students;

21



A great deal of misunderstanding still exists concerning the retarded.

Every effort should.be_made-to stress the fact that the retarded are

often not distinguishable from other persons if they_are encouraged

to function at their own level and accepted as valUed human beings;

An article written by the school bus driver in Ohio_is included n

the Appendix.(The Ott Room School Bus). She tells how_she creat d a

learning atmosphere on her daily bus route which extended the 8c-ool

day. It might be helpful to have copies of thil8 article available

during this session.
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THE STUDENT WHO IS EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED

The following State Board of Education definition is an attempt to provide

an objective definition for emotionally handicapped students:"

The emotionally handicapped thild_is the student who; after receiving sup-

portive educational assistance and counseling services available to all

students, still exhibits persistent and consistent severe to very severe

behavioral_disabilitieS Whith interfere with productive learning pro7

cesses Thie is the student whose inability to achieve adequate acadeMit

progress and/or Satiafactory interpersonal relationships cannot be At=

tributed primarily to physical, sensory or intellectual deficits.

Some of the characteristics of these students are:

'1. Short AttentiOn Span - unable to concentrate; not able to pay attention

Ling enough to finish an activity.

2. RestlesA-orAlyperactive - moves around constantly,- fidgets; seems to

move without a purpose in mindi picks on other children.

3. DeieS60t-Comp_Letie Tasks -.carelessi unorganized approach to activities;

does not finish what is started; does not seem to know how to plan to

get work done.

4. Listening Difficulties - Does not seem -to understand - has trouble fol-
lowing directions; turns away while others are talking; does not seem

interested;

5. Avoids Participating With Otliet.-414414xen_or_Only Knows How to Play by

Hurting Others - stays -away from other children, always plays alone,

leaves a group of children when an activity is going on; bites, hits

or bullies.

6. Avoids Adults = stays away from adults; does not like to come to adults

for attention.

7. ReetitiVe-BehaViOr - exhibits unusual movement,or repeats words over

and over, cannot stop activity:
4

8. Ritualistic or Unusual Behavior - has a fiked_way of doing certain acti-

vities in ways not usually seen in other children; has an obsessive

desire to maintain sameness.

9; Re-Blatant to Discipline or Direction - impertinence; defiance, resentful,

destructive or negative, does not accept directions or training, (its=

agreeable, hard to manage; destroys'materials or toys deliberately.

10. Inappropriate Conduct Behavior- - lying; stealing, use of profanity, 'tag-

turbationi sex play, undressing, cruelty; running away; etc.
.

11. Unusual Language Content - bizarre, strange; fearful; jargon; fantasy;

very odd or different talk with others or in stories.
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12. Speech Problems - Rate - speech that is unusually fast or slow; articula-

tion - difficulty making clear speech,_ repeating sounds, words or

phrases, blocking words or sounds; quality - atonal, flat; voice un-

usually loudi_softi high or low,_scratchy; no speech - chooses not to

ntalk or does not kn-ow him to talk so that others can understand.

13. Physical Complaints -
energy.

14. Echoes Other's Speech
for the words to mean
communication.

Talks of being sick or hurt, seems tired, without

- repeats another person's words without intending
anything; failure to use speech for purposes of

15. LaCk_of - unable to feed self, unable to &retie; self,

unable to conduct toilet_activities_unaidedi or to carry out health

practices such as washing hands, brushing teeth, etc.

16. Self--Agg-ressive_or, Self-Derogatory - does things to hurt self, says

negative things about self.

17. Tempetamental_i__Overly Sensitive, Sad, Irritable --moody, easily de-

pressed; unhappy, shows extreide.dtotions and feelings.

18. Withdrawn - daydreams a great deal, does not mingle freely with other

children, gives in, complies without_much show of feeling (but may

occasionally "blow-u0"),_not_included by other children; doesn't have

friends, tends to be an "isolate," out of touch with reality.

19. Anxious - keeps asking, "IS thia,right?" "Did I do this right?"

Wantsconstant reassurance, has nervous mannerism; fidgets, bites

nails, chews pencils, ett;; seldom-satisfied with own performance* tends

not to get finiShed; persistent; tends to -over- study; tends to be pre=

occupied with disaster, accidents, death(disease.

20. Self=StiMillatidh -_persistent behaviors such as flicking fingers in

front of eyes, shaking hands or head, rockingi twirling, etc.

21. Attachmeht-to_Objects - extreme preoccupation with objects with no regard

for their intended use, especially roind and spinning objects; marked

facility with objects.

22. NtitResponsive Behaviors - lacks eye_contl,_With persistent tendency

to turn away or look past other people, especially when spoken to.

23; -Immature Behaviors - prefers younger playmates, frequently cries; crawls

around room, exhibits poor coordination;

General Bus Management for the Emotionally Handicapped Students:

1. The student needs support fromstructure; Routine is very important

to the student ih_thatit offers guidelines for their actions

and it AlSo_proVides them with a sense of security. The bus driver

should establish a structure that is reasonable and in a format the

student can tolerate;

2. Students need to know what is expected of them. Bus rules should be

feWi simple, enforceable and applicable to all students.
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3; Students need to be told when they have followed bus rules.

The bus atmosphere should' be comfortable and non-threatening.

5. Students should be introduced into the bus situation one at a time if
possible. The leaat_severe should be introduced.first, since students
with less severe problems become.integrated into the new environment
more quickly than those students with severe behavior problems.

6. It is important'_to make the new student comfortable in the bus setting.
The driver should carefully_ explain bus rules,procedures, schedules
and expectations to the student. The student should be assigned to
his/her place in the bus. The assignment of a buddy may also help
the new student feel at home.

a. Planned ignoring - Ignore inappropriate behavior until the student's
behavior becomes appropriate. This should always be followed by an
approval response as soon as the behavior becomes appropriate.

"Signal interference - signals that communicate to-the student a
feeling of disapproval and control. These non-verbal techniques
include such things as eye contact, hand gestures, tapping or
snapping fingers, coughing or clearing one's throat, facial frowns
and body postures. Such non-verbal techniques seem to be the most
effective at the beginning stages of misbehavior." (Long, 1966,

p. 52)

c. Proximity control - This is especially appropriate for very young
students. A-student who is having difficulty operates as a source
of protection, strength and identification for the student.

d. IntereAt boosting 7_If_the student is showing signs of restlessness,
it may behelpfbl_if the bus driver shows genuine interest in the
student. Mentioning_some_ofthestudent's pet interests often helps
the student -to mobilize his/her forces and view. the driver as a
person to please.

e. Humor - This can be very helpful in handling behavior problems.
Friendly humor can be used to elicit responses incompatible with
anxiety and aggression. The use of humor 43hows the student
that the driver is also human and that he/she is Secure enough in
his/her role to be able to joke.

f. Hurdle help - Disturbing behavior is not always the result of some
inner problem. Sometimes the student is frustrated by the bus
assignment. In this situation the student_is_likely_to translate.
his/her frustrations into inappropriate behavior. The solution is
to provide -the student with the help he/she needs before the student
gets out of hand.'

g.
/*

Removing seductive objects - Certain objects have particular appeal
and can be distracting for students.- he objects should be removed
from the bus and put out of sight within the bus.
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h. Physical intervention - Sometiaies_a student acts out in the bus in a

way that is harmful to the student and /or to others. In this situ-

ation; physical restraint may be_the only option open to the driyer.

This is not intended in any way to be corporal punishment:

In summary the bus driver needs to -use common sense when dealing with the

emotionally handicapped student. _They_are children and the driver needs

to be warm and loving but firm. They should not over-react but should

step back and think before acting. Try to predict what might happen.

There should always be three-way communication taking place -in which the

driver is the intermediary- between the parent and thq sch ol. Again be

consistent in your approach and remember they are childrigh.

CONDUCTI THE TRAINING SESSION

Persons available to conduct the discussion of the session on the emotionally

disturbed student would be the svpervider or lead teacher of the emotionally

disturbed program or a school psychologiSt. It would be helpful to have

`copies of the Resource Manual for the Development and Evaluation of Special

rograms for Exceptional Students Volume II-E available as reference

material.

In many instances the school bus driver may not identify a student as

emotionally disturbed, especially if the student is remaining in regular

'classes with a dual placement in a resource class. If good communication

has been established with other school personnel, information such as this

often is transferred to the driver, along with soggestiona for helping the

student during the bps ride.

During this session it is often necessary to stress good bus man4emnt.

In many ways the_Same techniques are appropriate _as those used by the

teacher in the classroom. With the emotionally disturbed student; care

should betaken to keep the environment calm in Order to 'avoid triggering

behavioral outbursts;

Pr-'"19
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COMMUNICATING WITH FAMILIES

c
For many parents_the one person that they see daily and in whose hands they
place the life of_their_child is the_school_bus driver._ _That_driver becomes
their day7to-day_link with_the school and the relationship and support that
develops is of the utmost importance.

In order to assist these drivers in better understanding the iMportance%f
their contacts and better ways of_ communicating with these familieS, the
'following component has been developed.

Objectives:_ To provide the bus drivers of exceptional children with
an opportunity to:

-Interact with each other as they become more knowledgeable about
themselves.

-Better undergtand the families of the children they transport.
-Better understand their role as an extension of'the school.
-Develop their communication skills and sensitivities to these
families.

lk

Any workshopworkshop developed should provide an agenda that incltdes, bat Is n6411

limited to:

1. An experiential exercise. that allows them to talk; in a small group
setting .(5 t617. people) about themselves. This experience should in-
clude,an opportunity, for them to talk about some positive experiences
they have had as bus drivers of exceptional children and to improve
their listening skills. At the close of this experience; time should
be allowed for feedback and the processing of feelings generated by
the experience. e

2. A discussion relating to the parents that makes them more -aware of the
anxieties parents may demotstrate. This discussion should include:

- Recognizing the need for positive communication.
- Becoming -more sensitive, to verbal and non-verbal communication.
- Recognizing basic needs that these parents have and examining
road blocks to meeting these needs.
Examples: Acceptance, respect, confidentiality; anxiety; support; etc.

3; A discugsion that examines their role as a home-school linkage relaying
information about the student from the - parent to the teacher. Keeping
the teacher abreast 94 expressed parental anxieties that may affect the
child's school involvement.

4. A time to discuss; explore and resolve other concerns they may have.

5. Completion of an evaluation form on this section of the workshop .(if
.not included in a general evaluation).
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CONDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

4 The success of this component depends largely on the knOwledgsand

expertise of the leader_in reference. to communication skillsi

exceptional students and working with families.

In view of this, it is recommended that-a school social wOrker:6--

visiting_ teacher be used as a discussion leader. The use-Of this

person also paves the way for continued interaction and folloW7up

betWeen bus drivers and school social workers 6uvisiting_teather- as

theY_Seek to meet the needs of exceptional stdaents and their

families.
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MEDICAL ASPECTS OF TRANSPORTING THE HANDICAPPED

This topic overlaps many of the previous presentations that have been
given because there is no way one can discuss handicapping conditions
without also discussing some of the medical aspects of the condition.
Several major facets pertaining to the medical concerns need to be
addressed and stressed therefore.

Prithary to our concerns of understanding the medical implications of
-, 4 handicapping condition is establishing good communication with the
parental With other school personnel and with the student himself.

,Only _in;A;thls-way can the school bus driver begin to understand how to
.watch for t4-warning signs and the possible danger signals exhibited
by students being transported.

.
k .

Parents Can be of great assistance because of their exposure to the
Child's handicapping condition over a period of years; They are also
the primary link with the doct who IS Ina position to alert persons
:responsible to possible -flange finals:_

Communication with:other school - personnel may give additional_infor=
mation regarding the needs of the students. The school health nurse,

the teacher; the- therapist; the speech therapist;_the
physical therapist and others on the school campus -can alert_the
drivertoMany conditins_which; if known; canavoid many - unhappy and
potentlillrhazirdons'Sitilations froi_arising.: Close cooperation
between'all members of the school staff is a vital part of safe and
hazard -free transporting.1 0,

Examples of-the kinds, of information,Whichneed to be exchanged can
be grouped to several areas. The first isabviausly the physical
condition :a the student. The school'bus driver needs to have
specific ormation on a variety of .conditions which are the unique
characteri cp_of_eich student. Whenare the student's seizures

likely to :occur? Is the student able to withstand drafts with no ill

effects?'

The use-of arthatiedevices is another area which requires, the school
bus driter_to seek Informatibn., Braces; wheelchairei-crutches and

other. appliances whiCh some.studenti use are often necessary to assist
mabifity,br for corrective purpOses. It is important -for the driver

tb, knO4 whenthese devices are malfunctioning to avoid" possible in-

jury go the child;

Blindness and deafness present yetanother set -o/ challenges. A
blind student needs to ha encouraged to be as self-sufficient as

posSible; Often we have a tendency to overprotect the blind person
whiCh may not be in the best interest of the individual. The deaf

student's needs' are dependent on his_mode of communication and may
require that the driVer_or the'aide_learn some aI signing:so that 4
directions can be clearly understood.



The student with cerebralpalsy is often misunderstood and can be the

object of ridicule becauge of his lack of motor coordination and poor

speech. Every attempt aids to be_mide to make these handicapped

individuals a part of the group. In most cairn, situations which

cause a high level of excitement will have the effect of decreasing

the degree of control which the cerebral palsied person might have,

causing an increase in droolini and body movement and making speech

more difficult. The school bus driver should make every effort to keep

excitable activities at a minimum when transporting these students.

The cerebral palsied often need to be protected from stumbles and falls

wtLich could cause bruises and injury.
_

The Down's Syndrome child is usually good-natured and cooperative but

can become,confused in unusual situations. Routines should be

established and Adhered to as closely as possible for this student.

Heny other Opecific conditions exist in handicapped individual' Which

could be iddrilded in detail in this manual: Howiver, school but

drivers still hive the responsibility of going to the most appropriate

person(s) to get the information which will prepare them to transport

studente as efficiently as possible. The general rule d thumb to be

used in all cases is to always be gentle, to be persiett t and to be

consistent.

CONDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

The person best_quAlifidd_to lead this discussion.would be s One frOt

the medical profession. A pediatrician wouIdbe an excellent choice

but persons in private prictice_are not usually available. The school

nurse or the Online health nurse or medical doctor might be more acces-

sible. The staff from Children's Medical Services is alsci a possible

source for compiptent leaders.

This discussion period will generate other topics such as contagious

and infectious diseases and,hOw to control them, child abuse and medical

emergencies: .The discussion leader should be- prepared. -to discuss these

topics` briefly if time permits. Future workshop sessions can also be

planned, to deal with thiii topics more fully.
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LEGAL ISSUES IN TRANSPORTING THE HANDICAPPEP

School bus drivers who have the responsibility of transporting hand-
icapped students must face many problems and crises daily which are

not common to other drivetrs. In addition to protecting the safety
of each person being transported, drivers of the handicapped must be
able to make judicious and appropriate decisions regarding the proper
way to handle an emotional outburst or a grand mal seizure. They
must also be able to make a determination of when medical attention
is required and to have several alternative strategies for handling
emergencies.

The variety of situations which could arise requiring careful
%°c decision-making on the part of theschooI bus driver who transports

the handialoped are far too numerous to touch on here: It is
obvious however that above and beyond driving the bus and loading,
and unloading the passengers safely and lefficiently, drivers of these
students must be able to handle not only the most unusual emergencies
but also to cope with the usual kinds of trauma which are part of the
lives of these students.

School bus drivers have always been aware of the enormous respon-
sibility which they assume when they begin to transport handicapped
students. They have expressed concern over their responsibility in
the event that a decision of theirs might_ be challenged by a parent
or guardian and legal action initiated. This is a logical and
justifiable concern.

This section on legal issues is not intended to deal with individual
cases which the drivers have -faced or anticipate_ facing. Rather it
is designated to be instructional regarding legal issues_and any__
particular legal problems should be brought to_the attention of the
lawyer of_the driver's choice who cfn' then analyze the facts and
give legal counsel.

iyy

School bus drivers of these children often find themselves in situa-
tionf where they may be forced to ask themselves, "Am I doing the
r lit thing?" "Can I be held legally responsible if what I do turns
ou wrong?" "Under what circumstances would I be considered negli7
gen in carrying out my duties?"

To make these deCisions, it is necessary to have a clear understand-
ing about what constitutes negligence. In a brief presentation it
is not possible to explore the subject indepth. Basically, however
there are four elgments of any negligence action. The -first one is

duty. All of us in carrying out our activities have the duty to
conduct ourselves as reasonable and prudent persons. Thit duty
implies that we conduct ourselves so that we don't hurt or injure
someone else. The school bus_driver must act as a reasonably prudent
person in all aspects involved in transporting handicapped students;
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This statute gives a certain degree of legal immunity to persons who
are employed by the Local EdUCAtion Agency from a suit and from
being held personally liable in tort. Negligence is one fort of tort,
i.e. civil action between citizens against -each other. This statute
then says. that if you are_ah6Mployee of the-state or its Sub=
divisions, yolpannot be held personally liable -for injuries or daMageS
suffered as_aresult of thiaeMplOyment.umless it can be proven that
the employee% in this case the school bus driver, "acted in bad faith
or with malicious fit-pose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful
disregard of human rights, Safety or property." Under this statute,
further, a driver 6a:inn-the held personally liable for 'simple negli-
gence, i.e. that a_bitaCh_Of duty caused damages. The employer be-
comes liable for the negligence and his insurance must pay any

damages incurred.

The_6666nd element of negligence is the breach of that. Failing
to_dO something that a reasonably prudent person would haVt_done_

under- the same or similar circumstances would constitute a breach of

duty.

The third element of negligence is causation. IThis'means that the

school bus driver would have to be the cause of an accident. or

injury which the student incurs be-Cause of a failure to live up to

the duty which has been assumed.

The fourth and last alement_WhiCh must be present to determine negli-

gence is damage._ As a result of a breach of duty it must be shown

that the injury or accident was caused by the school bus driver act-

ing in an irresponsible and imprudent manner and that this resulted

in damages to the injured party such as medical expense, etc.

In a negligence suit if it is alleged that a sch6Ol'buider was

negligent in transporting the children, then the test that a jury

will be judging the case on is whether that school bus driver acted

in a reasonable and prudent manner as another peraon would have under

the same Or similar Circumstances. This would be the last.step in a

determination that a bus driver had acted in a negligent manner.

Consideration Should also be given to state legislation which speaks

to school bus drivers and their responsibilities. FS 232.23

addresses itself to the Authority of the Principal as follows:'

Subject to law and to the rules of the
state board and the district school
board, the principal in charge of the
school or his designated represen-
tative shall develop policies by which
he-May delegate to any teacher or
other m&7ber of the instructional staff

or to any bus driver transporting stu-
dents of the school such responsibility
for the control and directibn of stu-

dents as he may consider desirable.
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FS 232.28, Authority of Scho9,1 Bus Drivers:

/-/ (1) The principal shall designate to
the school bus driver such
authority as may be necessary
for the control ofpupils being
transported to and from school,
or school Anctions, at public
expense.

(2) Any pupil who persists in dis-
orderly conduct on a school bus
shall be.reported to the
principal by the driver ofjhe
bus and may be suspended by. the
princinpqi of the school he
attends from being transported

111 'to an from school, and school

functions, at publa expense.

(3) The school bus driver shall pre-
aerVr. order and good behavior on
the part 'of 41 pupils being
transported but shall not uepend
the transportation of or give
physical punishment to any pupil,
or put any pupil off the bus-at
other than the regular stop for
that pupil, except by order of

charge of the school the pupil
the parent or the principal in

attende; provided, that should
an emergency develop due to the
conduct of pupils on the bus, the
bue driver may take such steps as
are reasonably necessary to pro-
tect the pupiZe on hie bus.

In this instance, the school buidriver. 'ts c1ked with the respon.;.

sibility of doing what is reasonably necessary-to-protect the stu-
dent(s) on the bus in the_event of an emergency due to the Conduct

of pupils on the buil. This does not.necessiatilyinpl$, nisconduci
only, but could be any situation WhichPote ially endangers passen-

gers. In the _case of control and direction- f a u4ent who is .

having a grand mal_seizure on _the way hone 1, a reasonably

necessary step might be to_pUll off to the side of the road; makà
the student comfortable and clear of danger and instruct other stu-

dents concerning their actiOOs. In another situation, seeking of
medical aid as quickly as pOasible might be the reasonably prudent

action._ It_is_important to strisi:that although school bus driver* _

do-receive_training in first aid, they are not qualified or certified

to administer medical assistance beyoackwhat this training allows.

A
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The standard Of care against which bus drivers are measured is based

on that of a person with a first aid certificate and Whkt is reSSon7

ably prudent with this training; not on what a licensed medical

doctor might do in the same or similar circumstance. In other words,

the statutes do require that action be taken in certaie_situatione

but only insofar as the training the driver has received would

logically allow this.

In Florida we are fortunate to have statutes which protect 86lool
_

bus drivers and other government employees against liability.

FS 768.28 states:

Ro officer, employee, or agent of Ore

state or its subdivisions shall be
held personallli liable in tort of any
injuries or damages suffered as a
result of his empioyment or function,

unless such ofjicer, employee, or
agent acted in bad faith or with
malicious purpose or in a manner
exhibiting wanton and willful dis-
regard of human rights, safety, or
property.

CONDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

For this topic, Legal Issues of Transporting the Handicapped; the
discussion period should 8e led by a member of the_legalprofession;
a lawyer, member of legal aid society or a_person knowledgeable
about school law and responsible for providing pre-service otin7
service instruction on the topic. In many communities the school
board attorney may be the most accessible and knowledgeable person
available.

The discussion period should be general so that there is no intima-
tio that_legal advice concerning specific cases is available.
Shari --of experiences is an valuable part of every session. In

this cas, however, training should emphasize the legal respon-
sibiliti s of the individual driver rather than involving a gamut
of relit d but not necessary relevant responsibilities.
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HANDLING SEIZURES

Epilepsy is ttre -s Greek word for "seizure." The seizures are not.always
accompanied by convulsive movements, but they do. involve a temporary
interruption of consciousness;

Epileptic seizures are caused by a disturbance of brain function, an
"irritation" of the brain - a sudden,' violent disorderly- discharge -of
electrical impulses from the brain cells; Sometimes an injury to the
brain will set up the disorder;

There are a number of fdttors that occur during a person's birth or
lifetime that could cause damage to the bran and result in seizures:

1. German measles in the motherpduring pregnancy
2. Various infections in the mother during pregnancy
3. Rh blood incompatibility
4. Toxemia of pregnancy
5. AbdoMinal injury to the mother during pregnancy
6. Premature labor
7. _Difficult labor -or complicated labor
8. High fever within the individual

_9. Head injury-
10. Viral encephalitis (infection of the brain)
11. Congenital brain defects (Hydrocephalus)

;12. Various metabolic errors (low blood sugar, low blood
calcium);

13. Vascular sclerosis
14. Severe kidney diseases (uremia)

Note: All seizures are not indicative of epilepsy._ Toxic agents and
high temperatures may also result in-convulsions. In rare
convulaiona may be associated' with a major heart problem;

There are 'four types of epileptic seizures:

1. Grand Mal
2. Petit Mal
3. Psychomotor
4. Jacksonian

Grand Mal sefturea -(generaliied :convulsions) take the form of blackl--
'outs and Violent shaking_of the entire body.- -They may be accompanied
by irregular breathing, drooling, or a pale blue color in the face,
fingernails' -or lips. _Some patients experience a warning, called "aura
before a seizure, such as_an.unexplained feeling of fear, unpleasant
odors, peculiar sounds, tingling of skin or spots before_tne eyes.
After the seizure, the patient may feel confused or tired, and may
fall asleep.
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Grand Mal seizures usually last a few:minutes. After the seizure
'the_dtddent may be sleepy; confused- exhausted; and complain of

headache. The student; may have no memory of the seizure; however.
it is not-uncommon for thestudent to resume normal activities aftet,

hailing a brief grand mal seizure.

Petit --Ma-1- (absence) seizures occur most often between the:44S of 6

,and_14 Theymay. appear to be attiring spells. They are sometimes

mistaken for daydreaming and may result in behavior or learning_
ptobIema. Other signs of petit mal seizures may be rapid blinking
of the eyes and /or small twitching movements. This type of- seizure

may occur as frequently as 100 times_a day. and most_often lasts less:

than a minute: After the seizure. the patient usually -goes basic to

what he was doing before it occurred; as if nothing had happened.

Infantilemyoclonic and AkiiietidCOniikasiorw affect either conscious-

ness or muscle control and MOVeMenti_andrare seldom controlled by

medication. They-have been_nidknated"lightning seizures" because
theymay occur from 5 to 300 times a day. Thid_type of seizure

Should be suspected in the "14Zy" infant,_Or'6 to 18-month-old child

with crying; colic. pocit eating habits, staring, muscle jerks or

twitching and slowmotor development. The infant may suddenly draw

his body into a ball, or haVe his arms and legs jerk into the air.

His'face.may be pale., or ted_or even a blue color; Following a' con-

vu;sion he may seem -to ha46 lost all energy or interest in his

surroundings. In older- children or adults. these seizures may cause

a sudden falling to the ground; resulting in frequent bumps and

bruises.

ILiii;66/AlivmAxgrIgarise fro# a specific area in the brain and may

occur at any age; They take a variety -of forma, including chewing

And lipsmacking; staring, headadhed and stomachaches; color changes.

spots before the eyes.liuzzing or ringing in the ears. dizziness, or

strong emotions such as fear or rage. SoMetiMes the patient cannot

remember what has happened during the attack._ _Purposeless movements

are doimOt, such as night or day walking; picking at or taking off

clothes; and tubbing hands or legs. These thovementaare call auto-

matism.

Psychomotor seizures are usuallY_AbOut one minute in length; and the

student may be confused for another minute after the seizure: This

type of seizure occurs more often in adults than in childreU

Focal Motor seizures originate in,thearea of the brain which don-

: trols muscle movement._ Whin netvetella_in this area produce a.
sudden electrical diacharge. various parts of the body may jerk, or

show other forms of_diciVeMent. in an orderly manner; The individual

is conscious throughout a motor seizure and is left only with some

muscle weakness in:the areas affected.
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Autonomic seizures - consist of repeatedly_occuring symptoms of_head-
. ache, stomach ache, nausea, vomiting or feVetWhichtay contribute

to periodic behavioral,-learning and emotional_problems.These are
a type of_partial seizure_(beginning locally) during which the paitient
does not lose consciousness;

Autonomic seizures are sometimes referred to as the "convt1Sive
equivalent." The symptoms are most common in children, particularly
when there is a family history of headaches or seizures-

-ul

It is possible for an epilepsy patient to have more than one type of
seizure; This is one reason why careful diagnosis and indi4idual
treatment by a competent physicianiis so important;

Action_to.le_Taken by Bus Driver

i. Keep calm
2. Do not leave the student alone during the attack
3. Do not restrain the student or interfere with his movements
4. Clear the area around him so that he does not injure himself
5. Do not force anything_between his teeth
6. Loosen clothing around student's neck and_waist
7. Turn head to one side allowing saliva to flow from hiti/her_modth
8. Place something soft under the student's_head (pillow, folded

blanket)
9. If the seizure iS 10 Minutes in length, or if the attack is followed

immediately by another seizure; call a doctor
10. After the seizure is over, let the student rest if he/she desires

Medications Usejetn the Treatment of Epileptic Seizures and Their Side
Effects.

Dilantin - Uses: Grand Mal
Side Effects: Drowsiness; nausea, skin rash, vomiting

/014 Phenobarbital - Uses: AII types of Seizures
Side Effects: (rare) possible skin eruptions, dizziness,

nausea, diarrhea, staggered gait

Mysoline - Uses: Psyobomotoic Jacksonian, Grand Mal
Side EffegOi Drowsiness, staggered gait

Tkidione - Uses: Petit Mal:and Other Epilepsy
Side EffeCtS: Rash, visual disturbances, sore throat;

abnormal blood condition

Cremonil - Uses: Grand Mal, Petit Mal, mixes types of seizures
Side Effects: Ataxia, tremors; dizziness, rash
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CONDUCTING TIE TRAIN ItIG SESSION

It is recommended that the film Images of Epilepsy (12 min.) be used
at this session in place of a taped presentation. The film depicts
the three types-of seizures and gives recommendations for inter7.
vention; The local chapter of the Epilepsy Foundation has the filth
available far loan.

A representative from the Epilepsy Foundation would be an excellent
choice to lead the discussion. Pamphlets and brochures are also.
available from the local chapter.-
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LIFTING. CARRYING AND TRANSFERRING

Children -41ic) are unable to stand oi walk require the assistance of

an adult for changing their position. When techniqueS of lifting,'

carrying and transferring handicapped children are correctly

executed; stress -and possible injury to the child and adult are
evaded._ Depending on_the type of procedure and the abilities of

the child, -he may be able to assist with the mobility skill if he

is given the opportunity during the process.

SaMe general guidelines for lifting, carrying and transferring are

Offered below. Prior to performing these procedures; -it is- recom-

mended that the bus driver and bus driver aide participate -in the

workshop session where a physical therapist demonstrates the

correct technique and the participants practice each procedure.

Recommendations for lifting, carrying and transferring the

physically impaired student are included as a general guide for

School busdrivers and driver aides who may be required to

provide this service in an emergency. It is recognized that

SBER 6A-3.121(4)(b) and SBER 6A-3.121(5)(b) specifically delineate

the circumstances under which the school bus driver can render

assistance. The intent of this section is to give school bus

drivers the benefit of knowing appropriate methods, not to imply

that lifting, carrying and transferring is assumed to be the

responsibility of the driver.

General Guidelines for Lifting Carrying and Transferring

I. Never attempt to lift, carry or transfer a child t4h-diti too
heavy or too difficult to manage_alone. If two people cannot
manage the procedurei_a mechanical lifter may be required;
This should be carefully selected and operated only by a person
familiar with its use.

'2. Pribr to lifting, the specific movements should be planned;
If another person isassisting; they should discuss the proce-
dure to coordinate their movements;

3. The chair, bed or other surface should be properly positioned
to facilitate the procedure; If a wheelchair is involved; the
brakea,mu-st be applied and the fOotrests mint be lifted or
removed.

4. Quick movements of the child must be avoided. This may cause
fear in the child and spastic muscles will becomemore tense.

The child should be told what is to occur and how he can assist
in the process;

6. Proper body mechanics should be followed; e.g.; bend at the__
knees; not at the waist; get as close to the child as possible;
keep the back straight; avoid lifting higher than the waist; do
not lift quickly.
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L FTING

The general principles of lifting, lowering, carrying, and trans-
ferrtng apply whether one is lifting a wheelchair into a school
bus or transferring a non-weightbearing child into another con-
veyance.

Step-by-step procedures in all situations are as follows:

1. Understand that general_ principles are always the same; but the
easiest method varies with the capabilities of the helper, as
well as those of the student.

2. Find out how much the individual is accustomed to doing for
himself.

3. Determine how'much he can cooperate in the proposed change of
position.

4; Have him take part in each change of position as-thOeh as
possible:

5; Assist him to move with as little lifting, carrying, or lower-
ing on your part as possible; use a mechanical aid whenever
possible;

Principles of Good Lifting

First; Pia; the job.

2. Be sure that there is ample room for good footing and that tevr-
path is cleared for the carry or transfer.

3. Stand so you will not have to twist your body as you lift the
patient.

4. Guide the child as he moves to the step below him. Letshim
steady himself on each step.

5. -Move to the nekt lower step and repeat the actions listed above.

Falling While Carrying

; If close to a wall or other stable object; rest weight on it;

2. Be alert to protect the child's head;

3. Fall under or to the Bide of child.

4. Turn child away from hard objects.,)

5. Fall against the bed or other soft object if close.

6. If falling downstairs, try to lower to sitting p4ation on step.
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7, If falling upstairs, turn and sit on the stairs; holding into

the child.

After stumbling, crouch and sit down to prevent .tuMbling.

Lifting HdeVy-ChIld Without Bracea from Floor -tStandini Position

1. Kneel close behind the child -and grasp him under his armpits; with

the grasp pressure against the trunk;

2. Rai -e the child to a sitting position;

3. Shift to a stride position with your knees bent and back straight.

4. Still grasping,dhild under armpits; raise him-to a standing

position by straightening your legs and shiftini:Your weight

quickly toward your rear foot;

Assisting Child to Walk DUripg-Change of Position

If the child is able to support his weight on his lAtga and is able.. to

take steps but has difficulty in maintaining his balance, assist him

as follows:,

1; Stand close behind him so that your forward leg is in contact

with the child.

2; Grasp his waist or the waistband of_hia btatewithonehand;
Place your other hand over his shoulder or under his armpit;

3. As the_thild moves forward; keep your hand or leg in contact

with him.
_

4. Use your leg'to assist the child in moving forward by swinging

the leg forward against his buttock in lifting motion.

ASSiSting-Child who has Lost his Balatze

_

,

If the child-starts to fall while walking; step close to,him and

place your leg next to him for siikort'or to break: If at

all possible; grasp his clothinegrtrunk; snd-as_hia body_is lowered;

shift your weight away from the direction orhia:fall and draw him

against your suppOtting leg;

If the child is falling toward youi,' crouch and place o lei' under

him or place your thigh against him while supporting his upper trunk

with your hand:J.

Caution

The goal shOUld be to prevent injury_i_not

reach outward or lean over to catch him.

4
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Assisting_Ghild_to Walk Downstairs
.

At the top of the-stairs, place the chiies_hand or both hands on
-the rail, and while steadying him, move to the step below him and

3.NcA Grasp the child's waist and move to the next lower step. Stay
close:to the railing. Keep your weight forward. Rest your arm
and hip against the fail.

el
.

Additional Considerations

If he wheelchair's drive wheels_are forward,. turn the chair so that
the andles are toward the school bus and the drive wheels are against
the ide of the bus. Enter thebusand, with the legs in a stride
posit n, crouch and -grasp the handles of the wheelchair; Draw the
whjelchair'into the bus by shifting the weight to the rear;

face him;

_Bus

1. Align rear of wheelchair with door and move close to
of the schodil bus;

From outside the bus, stand with the legs in a stride position.

vbtaap the handles and tilt iChe_ ct it backward.

4; De'aw Eb. chair to the edge'of the,bus_.by shifting the weight to
the r leg. Pull the chair, on its large wheels.

the edge

5. Cr uch and control _the descent of,the chair by forcing the wheels
aga:nst the edge:Of the busas the chair is towered.

/

CARRYING

Principles- OfG-otid-Cat-ry-ing

1. Avoid carrying whenever possible by using a household chair with
wheels added, tricycles; wheelchairs; or hydraulic lifts.

When
your

carrying is absolutely necessary, hold the load as close to
chest as possible.

Keep a firm grasp. If your grasp becomes loose, rest
against something while you secure a firmer grasp.

4. Keep your laCk straight; .not arched-either forward

5. Do not twist; turn your'whole body.
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Carrying a Child Without Tight-Adductors

1. Keep your arms-close to your body

2; Rest_part of child's weight on your hips andcounterbalanci his
Weight by leaning back -from slightly:flexed knees; without hyper-

tension of lumbar spine;

HAVe_thild lean against you, Since he cannot help by holding 'your

shoulders;

Carrying-AN-QUId Horizontally, if Necessary

1. Hold the child with one of yourar9S'under his knees and, the

other under his chest, your palms facing upward. ,

2. Hold the child tightly against your body to relieve arm strain

nd prevent shifting.

_

3; Take short steps to maintain balance; do not walk fast.

JCeep your hips under the load of your upper body and the child..

5. Walk with a large share ofthe weight over your heela.

.6. In carrying a heavy -child for short distates, support his weight

against your upper thighs. Keep your kips slightly fleked.

Lifting Child from-Wheelchair to Standing Position

1. Apply wheelchair brakes. Face the child.

2. Crouch to swing footrests into vertical position, out of the way

of the child's feet.

Stand in a bent knee position with, forward lealbetWeen the

child's knees and plade=yOur hafida-about the Child /hest ur under

his armpits-.

4; Shift your_weight backward over the rear foot as you slide the

'child to thejront of the-seat..

5. Have_the child -lean forward and keep his weight over hikjedt_aa

rou draw him up to a standing position. ItMayfhelp if he holds

your hips or shoulders.
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4. Stand close to the load; with one'loot ahead of the other; the
foot that is ahead should usually be in the direction you are
going (Fig; 1-2).

5. Do not try to lift from a kneeling position; as this takes away
the power source. However; with smaller children or loadS;it
may be advantageous to start to lift with one knee on the floor.

6. Get a good grasp before starting to lift.

7. Make a preliminary lift to see if the student weight is Within
your capacity.

If the Weight_df_the load is tOre_than one-fourth of your body
weight or if:it is awkward, you ShOUld get someone to help you;

Lift -one end of the Thad slightly; if necessary -so you can
place one hand underneath it in order to get a firth grasp.

ID; Get your legs ready for the lift by bending them. Do het_
attempt to lift a load with your legs bent beyond the tight=
angle position;

1I.: Lower your body near the level of the object to be lifted.

12. Be sure your back is straight; If it is neither rounded nor
arched; and is as near the vertical position as possible; you
will avoid strain.

13. Be sure your shoulders are directly over your knees and your
hands reach straight downward to the load,

14. TO be in the proper position; let your back muscles hold your
back steady as your leg muscles tense to go to work.

*C;

15. Lift by straightening your legs in a steady upward thrust; and
at the same time move your back to a vertical position.

16. Keep the weight of the load close to your body and over your
feet;

17. As your legs straightenk keep6Your back straight;
_

T8. To change direction durih,a lift; step around and turn your
whole body; without twisting Ot the waist or lower back;

, e4
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CONDUCTING THE TRAINING SESSION

A physical- therapist would provide the optimal inppt as a discus-

sion leader for this session. An occupational therapist could also

provide much information. Classroom teachers whollave worked with'"

physical and occupat:ional therapists should also be considered for

leading the discussion petiod.

If Possiblei this training period should involve -handicapped.Ou_

dents; Then technique6 can be demonstrated and bracesi Wheelhairs

and other orthotic equipment_ examined; Making a school bus available

for demonstration purposes, both with and without a hydraulic lift, is

also beneficial.

In all CdSeS,samples of as many orthotic devide; as possible should

be made available during this session. Otthdtibtd in the area will

oftes_agree to attend the session and will bring demonstration models

With them.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

There are_ManY matters which a driver should discuss -with the school
staff._ The pioper Way for thbae discussions to be handled is always

o begin Witb_the peraOn_in_chaFge oftranspoitation at the school
or with the dispatcher Whidiathe bus-superVIsdr._ If; after talking
it over; the mattet_needa further disdussion, an appointment should
be arranged 66:the driver can speak withateiicher/i nurseiso.Cial

Worker, chool psythologist; or ahother staff member. Drivers

ahOUld net barge into atyachool building to handle problems
directly, since that would interfere with the school day. The

school staff is very much conCerrled about the bus driver's problems
and will do everything possible to help solve them. The
cOoperation of the driv,ers is- essential in following the above .

defined rdutine in order to handle problems properly. Some matters

a driver might wish to discuss are the following:

.1
s

.

1; Child not ready when bus arrives. If the driver is sure that
arrival is at the same time each day and there rs;Aniindue delay

:

constantl

4
with -one child; he should talk with the parents. Such

talks ar best held at some time other than the morning pick-up
time; sirie both parties might be quite annoyed at that time
An explanation riven pleasantly that the delay at the one home is
delaying all the other children and resulting in late arrival_at
school for the group will more than likely result in_cooperatitin
from the parent. If this talk doesn's solve the problem, then_
talk it over with the dispatcher and the school staff for further
handling.- (SBER 6A-3.121(3); and sBgR 6A-3.121(5)(a)

2. Child has toileting accidents. This will happen occasionally;

especially when the regular time schedule is not operating; If 4

the bus is late; ask the parent to_nOtify_the rest of the

parents of.yOur estimate ofthedelay.sothey_can toilet their
children accordingly. If_this is a constant problem; the _

driver,should notify the transportatiomsupervisor at the school.

A conferenee_df the school staff might bring about a simple .

remedy for the problem.

3. Child misbehaves on the bus. Often a change'in-seating
. partners will cure misbehavior. As-mentioned earlier, a mean-

ingful_routine ih_Whith all thechildren'take part is a_
necessity feit_gatid Order. The driver or aide might try to
vary the toUtite'being used so an to attract the interest of

the child who is misbehaving; Such problems are seldom
cured by raising the voice and becoming upset; If necessary,
thsub should be stopped in a safe place and have the-
youngster sit behind the driver; Upon arrival at the school;
the driver or aide should notify the 'school staff of the
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incident and the dispatcher should be informed. A written

report is .good practice. As a last resort; changingsuch,a
child to a'different bus can solve the problem. Should
physical forCe_Wneeded as the only'way to aolVe a problem;
make kite the bus is safely stopped and then only use the
force necessary to contain the child witlrut hurting hiM.
InatanCea are rare wherg children require any ,kind of force.:;

4. Child sleeps_on the bus and falls over. Be sure such a child
is securely butklodiii his seat belt. Seat him in such a way
that_he is supported on one side of the bus and On another by
a helpful_Child. The sleeping abduld,be mentioned to the
parent andtothe school staff. Manyiof_these children reCeive:
medication and sometimes, due to_physical chanies,,the. medica=
tidn brings results other than what was intended In such a
case, the school nurse can.often bring about a change by notify-
:Mg-the parents.

"i

5. Child has epileptic seizures: : During an attack; the child loses
consciousness, his muscles tighten; and he falls; He may dry
out or groan;although he is not in pain; Saliva appears on his

lips; His face may first be dusky and thenpale. He might
twitch violently for a minute or so - it may seem longer to the
worried bystander. Usually in a few minutes he-I4ga relaxed.

- Then he may fall into a deep sleep. When; add if:ifone-Of.the
children on your bus has a seizure; the most important thing to
do is to remain calm. Get your bus to the side of_the road_and
stop safely. Try to*keep him from_injuring_himself by banging
into the seats with:hi arm or head._ Turn his head toone side

.for release of saliva. ace a cushion_or_a folded coat under
the head. Loosen garments around the middle of t body.
When thetWitching is over_000ntinue your trip an report the
seizure to the parent or the 60661 staff depending on yourdes-
tination. Keep the following facts in mind: despitewhatjt
may seem; when a child has a seizure; he does not Buffet, any

A_seizure is not as harmful as it may appear; It is
`USUally harmless andwill be over in a few minutes The observ-

4ris never harmed.

6. Isio-mm-ia-atAtonse_in the afternoon when the bus het there.
This is a very serious matter since all personnel; aside from
personal concern for the children; are charged by law withN,.
the responsibility of taking every step a reasonable person
would take to ensure the safety of the children. -If there.is
not a responsible person at home; keep the child in the bus,
finish the route, then go to the. neareatThone; taking the
child along; and contact the school adminjstrator'who will in
turn contact the appropriate authorities and relieyethe
driver of his responsibilities.' (SBER 6A- 3.121(3)'
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While the few situations outlined above do not exhaust the many one
may deal with, they occur most often. If other matters arise, dis-
cuss them with the immediate supervisor. Everyone working with
children being transported is interested in contented drivers. To
that end, this material is cloSed with a short list of do's and don'ts
which the experience of many drivers has proven to be of value.-

1. DO remember that nothing starts the day off better than a big
smile, a cheerful "hello", and the sound of one's own name
spoken cheerfully.

DON'T try to bribe the children into good behaviOr_by making
false promises or idle threats, or by_offering_candy, snacks,
or other material thingS as a reward for behaving properly.
Workout a routine that will both benefit the child'and keep
him occupied; thus curbing bad behavior.

3; DOstay with the bus at all times when it is occupied by_even

ilL,

one -child. Aside fro the fact thai'is the law, protection of
children from one snot r and from harming themselves demands
it. If an emergency arises, and you need help; Iag down- a
passing car or attract the attention of nearby:People by blow-
ing the bus horn. People_ are usually attracted to school buses
in difficulty and are wigIng to offer help; Once having con-
tacted fielp for the emergency, continue on the route, but if a
driver must wait due to a flat tire or breakdown; then he should
make provision beforeh'and for some way to occupy the children in
a_pleasant way. Perhaps a transistor radio could be:kept avail-
able for such _a timei a children's storybook or a book of_simple
poems, a_songfest or'a game of simple charades which can be
performed while seated, or any device that suits the group
aboard the bus. If the driver does not have a plan to handle
7delays; he will find the children inventing_their_own_activity,
,1,41(e crying_loudly, pulling hair,handwrestling, hornblowing,
-etc. If a driver must-Ieave the bus, all the children should go
with him, pairing them with the less handicapped guiding the,more
handicapped.

T:

i. DO try Lo develop the' cooperation of all the parents of the
children who ride, 'the bus; One very Useful arrangement is the
formation of a telephone chain; If each parent knows the tele,.
phone number of the nearest child to his Fme, then in the event
the bus is delayed at any time; one telephone call from the
driver would have all the parents-on the route notified in a matter
of minutes._ This arrangement would be a big:help especially in the
afternoon when.if'the bus is delayed for any length of time,
parents worty_about their youngsters' safety. Moreover, the driYer
would be helping_ parents to become acquainted with one another, and
in case of a fathily newly moved into the area, the driver might be
providing them with their first friends in anew neighborhood.
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5. DON'T make changes_in your route without discussing them with your
dispatcher and staff,- Should you.be_absent; a substitute driver

would have a big problem getting everyone to school on time;

DON'T dro0 a child off at a place_other than his own home unless
you clear the matter with the dispatcher; the principal; and the

parents.

7. DON'T transport anyone other than those your dispatcher has instruc-

ted you to pick up. Again; important laws are involved including the

invasion of the privacy of children.

DO try to keep your personal problems to_yourself; The parents have

enotigliqf their own without h4MAngithe additional worry of an upset
driver at the wheel of their child's bus.

DO have the good sense not to argue with parents. If there is a dis-

agreement, one side is making a mistake in some way. Speak to the
principal and the dispatcher who can resolve the Problem. If the
parent is mistaken, a 84E101 person or the dispatcher should discuss
the problem with the parent.

10. DO make visits- within the school buildings very brief and incon-

spicuous. With these thildren;theSightbr a bus drper means it
is time flit the bus trip home and the school day ends the minute:

they see bit. At dismissal time, stay with the vehicle. The schbol

staff has ,the responsibility of bringing lagging children to the bUS.

11. 'DON'T move your_bus when retarded children are nearby.' In many

cases, the children are not capable of making judgements regarding

their safety. Move the bus only:on direction of the school staff;

The great safety rule on school property is a very simple one:

WHEN CHILDREN WALK; BUSES STAND STILL.

12. DO try to understand some of the problet6 of these children when

they misbehave. 'Many times they-ill seem to ignore the driver's

instructions. At such times maybe_ the child did not hear or did

not understandwhal was said. If he is aslowpoke, #y.to under-
stand that his 'motor just ddesnYt go any faster. if-yn*ire
offended at theodor given off by a few;understand.thati it is not

because the child is unclean but that his bock chemistry works

differently from the rest of_us. If he denieSNdoingebmething that
happened before your eyes; don't Can him a liar. He maynot_

remember doing it or if he does; hefmay not understand that that'S

the act you are discussing.

13. DO keep a list of emergency teleppove nut6ers on tbe bus.
A

The_dit of this manual is to help drivers of buses with handicapped

children to prevent problems; to solve others; -and to explain, in a

'Stall way, those problems that cannot be solved, at least with the

knowledge we have now;
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I. Mental Retardation

A. Educable Mentally Retarded-

Definition

One who inildly 'impaired in intellectual and adaptive
behavior and whose developMent reflects a reduced rate

of learning;

Characteristics

1. Short attention span or lack of conceltration.

2: Low frustration tolerance;

3. Difficulty in recalling auditory and visual stimuli.

A.- Difficulty in generalization skills and ability to

transfer learning;

5. Poor language development.

B. Trainable Mentally Retarded

Definttion

One who is moderately or severely impaired in intellectual
and adaptive-behavior and whciiie deVeloptent reflects a

reduced, rate of learning.

Characteristics

i; Need for develOping,Self:--help skills such as buttoning
shirts; coats, faStening tippers, tying shoe laces, etc..

2. LiMited ability to. understand and use language;

j. ::-Short attention span or lack of concentration.

4. Low frudtration tolerance.

5
1

Poor socialization Skills.
,

II. Physically Handicapped

Definition

One who.has a crippling condition. or, other health impairmen

Which iequires an adaptation to the students school environment

.oriturritulum. A childtmay Ne handicapped by cerebral palsy,

polio, muscular dystrophy, heart condition, etc. (Pregnant,

students may be classifled'as physically hAnditapped).
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- - - terms_of_transportation.
\

1; Be open minded - take suggestions from parents, teacher, or
physical therapist regarding ways of moving a severely handi-
capped child;

2; Be aware of the lifting problems in cases such as mu ular
dystrophy; This child has a tendency to slip throu ones
arms;

3; Transport the child to and from the bus in a wheelchair if
the child is not able to.waIk.

1

4. Encourage independence in the child; Have the child do as
much independently as possible.

5. Report to the parent or teacher any accident (bump or fall)
the child got during transportation. Vomiting or nausea
may occur afterwards. Little things are very important in
helping the physically handicapped.

The Epileptic Child

Description

There are many types of epilepsy. Most types are experienced
because of birth or delayed damage to the brain, such as any
type of accident or an infectious condition such as encephalitis.
Tumors or brain hemorrhage are also known causes. There are many
epileptics where there is no known c se. Some symptoms of

)7au
epilepsy are sudden and repeated a tacks of dizziness, with severe
abdominal pain, but consciousness usually is lost or impaired.
Only a qualified physician can diagnose the presence of epilepsy.

There are many different drugs used to manage the epileptic;
sometimes a child is on as many as 2 to 6 kinds of medication at
a time:

Definition

Grand Mal -- During a Grand Mal seizure an individual loses
consciousness, falls down and thrashs around, may bite the
tongue and may lose control of.bladder or bowels. The child
feels no pain and rarely is in serious danger. A PERSON IN A
CONVULSION CAN NOT SWALLOW THE TONGUE and will not choke to
death if -r when the jerking stops 7- the face -is -turned to the
side, so the tongue can drop_into the cheek and the saliva can
run from the mout The epileptic_will give the appearance of

king on the tongue while actually drowning in saliva:

cause the Grand Mal attacks are extremely dramatic, they general-0
ly are associated with epilepsy by the public. However there are
many pther less dramatic manifastations of the disorder.
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Petit Mal During a Petit Mal_sttack &chie ld may stare blankly,

stumble momentarily, drop an object, or act uhconsciouily. for a few

seconds. These seizures may occur_ many times a day. If you note a

child acting in such 's manner, don't "brush it.off as a "clumsy

child" but keep an eye open tO_See if this is a pattern; You as

a bus driver, should report this to the parent or to the school nurse.

Psychomotor -- During psychomotor attacks a child's behavior is

inappropriate to the circumstances. While riding_a school bus a

child's eyes might blink open and shut excessively for a few minutes.

The child may stop conversing and just sit smacking the lips or get

up and perform purposeless Motions; This behavior rarely involves

violence. A child &deb not remember what happens during soiksydho-

motor seizure.

Dealing with thege-thildren_in terms of transportation.

1. Stop your school bus in a safe place, not in the lane of traffic.

.Keep other children quiet and in their seats. Remove dangerous

objects from the chip s surroundings.
7

2. After the seizure is over, the child may fall into a deep sleep.

The bus aide should stay with the child until the destination

.is reached;

3. HaVe a list of seizure prone children who ride your school bus.

Include information such as type of seizure, frequency, character-

istics and precautiona. If a child has a seizure while on the buso

inform the teacher or parent as soon' as possible.

4. Follow appropriate procedures above

III; Emotionally Disturbed

Definition

One who exhibits consistent and persistent signs. of behavior such as

withdrawal, distractibility, hyperactivity or hypeigenditivity.

Characteristics

I. Sort attention span

2. Restlessness

3. Does not complete tasks

4. Listening difficulties

15; Avoids participation with other children or knows how to play

only by hurting °tit-VS

Avoids,adults

7. Resistent to,direction

8. Unusual language content = strange, fearful, fantssy
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9. Speech problems - primarily rate of speech

10. Aggression toward objects and groups

v

Ilwalinswith_these children in terms of. transportation.

1. Maintain a set of clear cut rules. The child wants to know the
ti limits he stands at all times; Any deviation from, these rules

will only confuse the child and may cause "acting out" behavior.

2; Be firm but fair, smile often but be firm end.to 61e point when
you correct this child. You, are the first key, to the pupil's
whole -school -day- 0 You are the first school auihority to see the
child in the evening; Say "good morning" and show your-pleasure
to have the child. ride the bus._ This is difficult at times but
it will pay off Th the long run). If a child is on mediCation =

2 you need to know the effects and if the medication will hold
through the bus ride.

IV. Visually Impaired,

Definition

Blind: One who -after best possible correction has no vision or has
little. potential for using vision as a primary channel fbr learning,
and therefore, has to rely upon tactual and auditory senses to obtain _.;)

'information. .

Partially Sighted: One whose vision; after the best possible cor-
rection, although impaired; is_yet the primary channel of learning
and with-considerable adjustments, is able to perform tasks required

in the tisual school situation.

Characteristics

1. Eyes appear to wander when child tries to focus.

2. Pupils of eyes are different size.

3. Drooping eyelids.

4.1,4 Squinting, blinking.

Dealing with these children in terms of transportation.-

1. The bus driver may find that the child with sight problems is
the easiest of the Exceptional Children with whom to deal.

;

2. One of the main things to remember is never leave this child
alone.

3. Let the child be as independent as feasible when getting on and

off the bus.
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V. Hearing Impaired

Definition

Deaf: One dho is born With or acquires; prelingue,ly, a hearing loss

so severe that he cannot learn speech and language through normal

channels.

Hard of Hearing: One who is born with or acquires a hearing loss

which may range from mild to severe unaided and whose speech and lan-

guage, through imperfect are learned through normal channels.

Characteristics

1. Have Speech problems or obvious difficulty in communication.:

2. Highly demonstrative and expressive.

Dealing With these-children in terms of transportation.

1. Be gentle though firm and consistent in your rules; this child

understands more than Sometimes given credit.

2. Ask the teacher if' the child has learned to speak; if sos make

the child talk with asking for something. (Sometimes this child

will pretend to have no speech).

3. Be sure the'child_is looking at you when you are speaking because

some of these children can read your lips;
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT-OF EDUCATION

I- DIVISION OF,PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

TRAINING SESSION'
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
ItNTATIVEAGENDA

Day 1 u%;

"'Lifeline to Learning" .7. Discussion Film

,introdudtiOnVideo or audio tape

Topic I The Student Who is Pbysically'TmOaired with Taped
. Introduction -

Topic 2 - The Student Who is Visually Impaired witkVaped
Introduction

Topic - The Stud nt Who is Hearing Impaired with Taped
Introduction

Topic 4 -'The Student Whois'entally Retarded with Taped
gntroduction

Topic 5 - The Student Who WOOtioilally Dibturbed Kith Taped
Introduction

Topic 6 - CommunicatingWith Families-.

Day 2 .10

"Problems in Transporting the Handicapped" - DiscuOion Film

TopiC: 7 - An OvervieW of Medical Aspects of Students Who Are
Handicapped i

Topic 8 An Overview of Legal Issues of School Bus Drivers
with taped Introduction

Topic 9 Handling Seizur16 with "IMAges of Epilepsy" -
Discussion Film

Topic 10--Lifting, Carrying and 'Transferring the Hand capped
Studgnt with taped Introduction
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF POBLIO-SCHOOLS

BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

School Bus Driver Twining Session
Pre-Teat-

Please write.A short definitifn of the words listed below; Be as specific as

possible (You are not expected to know all of them!)

2.

3;

4;

5.

6.

7;

8.

9.

10.

Seiz ore:

Dis ipline:

Communications:

Persbnalized Tran ortation:

Physically. Impaired:

Down's Syndrome: #,

Mental Retardatioik:, .4.
,

Emotionally Disturbed:
;

Negligence:

Positioning:
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11. Positive Reinforcement:

12. Cerebral Palsy:



1117111A DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DI SION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

BUREAU OF E UCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

School Bus Driver Training Session
Post-Test

Please write a short definition of the words listed below. Be as specific
as possible. (Compare your answers with your pre-test.)

1. Seizure:

2. Discipline:

.

3. Communicationd:'

ti

4. Personalized Transportation:

Physically Impaired:

wn's Syndrome:

7. 11ntal R atdatiOn:

8. Empficcnally Dist rbed:

Negligence:

IO. Positioning:

' t

1 6 5



l 1 . Positive ReinforeenNOtp

A 12, Cerebral Pa sy:

t
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL'

.:School Bus Driver Training Session
Evaluation

Please c(rcle the Topics below as indicated. This will be helpful to us
in planning future training for you.

Circle four Topics Which you feel were most useful and informative:

Topic Title

Topic 1 The Student Who is Physically Impaired .
Topic 2 The Student Who is Visually Impaired
Tcipic 3 The Student Who is Hearing Impaired.

Topic 4 The Student Who is Mentally Retarded
Topic 5 The Student Who is Emotionally Disturbed
Topic 6 Communicating With Families
Topic 7 An Overview of Medical Aspects of Students Who

Are Handicapped
Topic .8 An Overview of Legal Issues d School Bus

Drivers 7
Topic 9 Handling Seizures
Topic 10 Lifting, Carrying and Transferring the Handl- f

capped Student

4
Circle four Topics which you feel were moderately useful and informative:

Topic Title

Topic 1 The Student Who is Physically Impaired
Topic 2 The Student Who is Visually Impaired
Topic 3 The Student Who is Hearing Impaired
Topic 4 The Student Who is Mentally -Reza iried

Topic 5 The Student Who is Emotionally balturbed
Topic 6 Communicating With Families .

Topic 7 An Overview of Medical Aspects of StUdents Who
Are Handicapped

Topic 8 An Overview of Legal Issues of School Bus
Drivers

Topic 9 handling Seizures
Topic 10 .07ting's Carrying and Transferring the Handi-

capped Student A

The two Topics which are not circled are assumMed to be least useful and

informative. However,. we would' appreciate your comments on why you made
the choices you did. Thank you for your assistance.

Comments



ThE Rar SCHCOL BUS

WRITTEN BY
LADY BORTON

When people ask what I do; I reply that I teach retarded thildren_and

adUlta . otiascnnol bus; Four hours each day I wind through the
Countryside of Appalachian Ohio; stopping for riders at small fareiti

And at old mining settlements; When t first_ took the job; I expected
those hours to be a quiet tim0n my day when I could think and re=

fleet. But the Tirst day's return trip dispelled that illdaion._ In

the morning the students had boarded sleepily one by one. But that_

afternoon they piled on; carrying with them noisy excitement from the

first day at school;

-
AS. We pulled away from-schooli:Freni_Jack; and- Sonny bdlted_UP:the

aisle; In their wake Jennifer and_Charlene; who neither walk nor
edtalk, dangled helplessly over the floor; suspend by theirSeat._

belts; Johnny sought refuge under hisseat_frbt Ptah, who is half

his size; "Judy is a baby;Judy is a baby." Barbie taunted in a

singsonkydice; Judy_hoWlid,'Charles:w quietly, lethirgically;

through 'it- all At the sheltered workshop' a:few miles awayi'two
retarded adults boarded and sat next to the raMbunctious ones; con=

fining the to their seats. -But arms and hands still flailed car' .

set backs; and_the 'itise level remained deafening: I arrived home

exhausted.

was over 2 years ago. Since then all of us on-the bushave

eves a system for -.making our bus a congenial:_iplAce and_our.time

together a Constructivelearning.eperiencs:*:learn_independence
in, taking Cate bfourselvesand.intergependente fiCassisting,each

other. We. learn social and-Aacademic skehid whil'e:we go dh a daily

field trip"-'in our mobile 0410,1.1;0is.
.

THE PAIEENCERS
.

That first year,I had 16 trainable. retarded passengers ranging from

5 to 33 years Old; kroirwheelchair ridden to athletic, from selereiy
to=moderatelyretarded:. 'The group_inCluded the school behavidi

problems aswellas its most retarded students. :It took only that

first return trip to persuade me that I.Cbuld lidthandle the stu-

dents':needs and the driving. alonel.yet; hid schools provide no

v:
aides- on busescarrying handicapped pass -gets;

....

I approached Madeline And_Steveitheyoung adUlts from the sheltered

workshop and-asked them if they 4bUld_help; Would Madeline sit

between Jennifer; who has_cerebralpalay; and Charlene; who has

severe retardation? Woulti sheiceepthe younger ones

from kno4:ing theth over? Would Steve lift Jennifer on and_offthe

bus? Would he sit with Jack delightfce. but unpredictable.Down'S

sYndrome child, and involve hi0 insome activity? Both_Maddline

and SteVe Were receptive;. in fact eager to prove themselves.
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We began by giving a job to anyone Whb was interested, Sonny, an 11

.year old with Down's syndrOmeiand 6 year old_Fran alternated- sitting

with Charlene. If Charlene had a_tafittumi Madeline or Steve took

over. Cindy and Judy took Jim's_handt and led him off the bus and

into school. Jack took responsibility for bringing Jennifer's wheel-

chair out to the bus; After Steve lifted Jennifer off the bus;

Nadine or Tammy rolled her in to School.'

RULES OF THE ROAD

we developed- two basic rule6:.Nothing could be done that would be

unsafe, which included walking or running around the bus and hanging

out windows, and nothing could-be done that might hurt someone, which

included physical and:Verbal abuse. Because we:toad take any of

several.routes home, students:could get off the bus:Un the way out to

rfle_enecif the line or on the Wayjback. ._.Sincaparents were open to

flexibility in afternoon arrival times; good behavior could earn the

riding privilege, Whith all tOnsidered'uore fun than going-straight

home. Both Sonny and-Fran responded well. to riding Around.'. JOCk and

Barbie; older and More_get in their ways, loved to ride but'never

really stopped their hitting andname-calling.

During our rideS we talked about our limitations: why Judy's--cleft

palatemade het so ha to understand how cerebral_palsy affected

Jennifer's ability to talk; We identified reasonable goals for-each

othe agreed that whenever someone,l.arned to do a new task we

wo ld offe cheers but would -offer help ohly'if necessary;
vy$ -0'

WORKING ON THE BUS i

Inthe course of the year, .students learned skills that were impor-

tant to them. Six year old Fran mastered the complete process of

blowing hernosei'from realiiing she needed to do it through

depositing the crumpled tissueJn the waste box. Madeline made

flashcards.to teach Judy and Satiny. the alphabet; We,decorated the

bus with our artwork. We counted pegging school buses and prat=

ticed addition as we picked peopleupandsubtraction.as weoppad;

them Off. We worked_on the days of theweek, learned_;,00lora, and

read clocks..We talked 0-Out:mining as we passed coal fieldd;

animaIs;.ind seasonal thahges as we Passed farms, construc-

tion; and'factoried as we drove through towns.- Madeline,_Steve,

Tammy, and I talked SibOUt marriage; - children, and supporting a

family; topics of -great interest tihem. After much drill, Barbie,

a 33 year old_epileptic with severe retardation, learned toay her

to ihone number and answer variations of "Where do you live;"

Until last 'ear severe cerebralpalsy'had kept 16 year old Jennifei

home_in her Wheelchair; Now as the'bna approaches, shejerks,heri.

shoulders_enthusiasticallyiand her_ chair jumps: in response;'

one_ ride Jennifer rolled her head back and 'let out a. vibrantAalighl;,

Look: Fran said as she held up _Jennifer's unclamped seat

Fran grinnedimpishly at Jennifer and snapped the belt togetli

again. Slowly:Jennifer grated the kniakles of her hand acrote'ther
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latch and again the belt fall apart on her lap.. We all cheered.
fr

Jennifer understands speech. We talked about wearing the belt.
Would she keep the belt clamped during the ride? She nodded "Yes;"
.Would_she.teleate it.at the end of the ride so Steve could lift her

off the bus? She jerked. her heSd up and down enthusiastically.

Jennifer had her job.

MEETING PROBLEMS
.

One of Chatlete's tantrums tested our ability to hendlea new prob.r-___.

leM. EVenChatlenets mother; who gives Charlene a CaViUg and
,

Secure home, cannot predict these outbursts. One poi** Charlene :'

Will be sitting quietty; fondling her rubber ball Then suddenly
-

she scream*, strikes rut, and grabs blindly. :'1_;

We were driving on a main highway et.50 miles, an ly
Charlene wailed, reached over snatched my hair4an My .

neck was jerked back against the top of the 6 sin

.pointing to the ceiling. I couldn't see the tiide rouble
: -i

holding the steering wheel. Fran, who had been,4 ;tr.-441.th

Charlene; darted up the aisle out of the way., ASAkeased on the

brakes, Steve releaded CharleWS hands from itiy_WO;-)19.d MedeltT.Ii._

offered 'Charlene a Styrofoam cup as analternac#Weithin seOeudi, -_. ,...

of the outburst Charlene was giggling happias shipreised-ihe
.

W
spongy cup to her mouth. .

. ,

.

,
i.

....,'''

,-, ,_._

, .

....

,

Wepulledoff the road and talked about what to do; Should we move ; ,
7)

Charlene? She needed a seat belt, which meant a front set. But
,

so did several other people, one of whom, had already.Wled_a parka

hood, my face. We were discussing solOtiond when

if Charles, Who_iti,in the adult actilliiNtes class fonthoseunable_td
handfe workShop'resplibsibilities,'leirmed forward, "Lady... Lady

can _I ask you'a question?" "SUre; Charlet." "Lady... Lady, why

don't you, tie your hair up?"' So obvious, so workable4 ablution;
'411betesfter if I forgot to pin my hair up at7,Charleneit houtie

,

4

Charles would remind ma...
4

.

.

.- _
And so the year moved,sWiftly past. Like a close family we took

care of each other when necessary. We"liVed and grew together;

A NEW ROUTE
4, ,

This year I have a different route,with only nine passengers. The

range in age, economic status, physical ability, and intelligence

is the.senebOt Wehaveno_unusual'behavior problems. We work on

the sameAirindiOlde as last year. Everyone teaches. We encourage

each othe-r, to try new things and to move, toward new skills.

Nelson, a workshop client; loves to take_thingS apart, fix them,

404 then tell you what he did. He hie the ability to hold a semi-

Skilled job but he needs guidance_inisocial areas. I asked Nelson

to work with Bruce and Jimmy on the bus.
0
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COOPERATION-==THE KEY

Bruce is big and strong. for his 10 years. When he first came to
school, he stomped around the classroom overturning desks. Bruce
fears failure. ,He needs tasks hardenough_to guarantee success.
Nelson gave Xruce a bicycle lock and key_ring with three -keys
isolated; Bruce found the proper key and.:opened the lock. Then
Nelson jumbled the keys. When Bruce:Aolvedhat problem, Nelson
gave him a different lock and jumbled:' y rtni.

, .

Jimmy; a 10 year. old; has cerebral palsy.- He has little strength
or dexterity in his hands. Nelson put a lock in Jimmy's right
hand and properIy.positioned the key inlihrieft hand. Jimmy
struggled; finally aligned the key with the slot, pushed it in, and
twisted. Tile lock responded with a clank. Jimmy was deIighted
Gradually Nelson made Jimmy's task harder until on his own Masai
could pick up the key, position it, and open, the lock;

JimmAtin fact, has progressed remarkably in a few months. Last
year.11.s mother lifted him on the bus and fastened his seat belt.
Now Jimmy_waits at the roadside by himself, pulls himself up the
-etepsi and, once seated, clamps him own belt. After days of
watching Bruce close the bus door before we left school, Jimmy
came_forward._ For a moment_I throught Bruce would not relinquish
his_job,_but he stepped back ouietlyi_Jimmy grabbed the handle -with
both hands and yanked as he had seen husky Bruce do. The handle_

f moved -only slightly. _Jimmy pulled- again. No results. "Get behind
. it, Jimmy," Bruce, adVised._ Jimmy hobbled around the handle and
pushed. Slowly the door closed.

.

Jimmy keeps trying and we keep encouraging him and setting for more

le

After he had enjoyed several days of two handed suc siwebegan
calling fox him to open theilpor using only his left hand, then
only his right. Now Jimmy has' several jobs. He Lan s John his
crutch after John is off the bus; starts the door closed with his
left hand; and finishes the job with his right hand;

I have known Jimmy a long time before I realizedthat he never
talked. He_understood everything, but when he; wanted something he
would point; "Enh; enhi" and someone satisfied his need. I tried
to talk with Jimmy during the hour a day he and I were alorie_on the
bus, but whenever he said something, which was seldom. I could not
understand him. So Jimmy stared out one window, and I stared out
another. Now; with Jimmy joining in, we sing dittAes.about skills
he has learneA: w

c..i,

-Jr'

I can put my seat belt on
I can put my seat belt on

'I can put my seat belt on
I can, yes, Tcan.
I can close the big front door
I can....13

I can say my telephone number 4
Ican....

p
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Through the music, Jimny_has relaxed so that he now'talks more; And
the more he talks, the clearer his speedh becomes.

1116
THE HOT ROD MUSIC BUS

44
. .

Music is important on our bus. We sing so much that we call our-
selves the Hot Rod Music Bus, a name_suggested by Ridhard; a workshop
client in his early 20's. Riard_plays the_gUitar and -with a little
encouragement brought it alonion_thebus. Not he has dedlared
Wednesday, "guitar day." EachWedhesdayhe brings hid guitar and _

leadeius in singing; Kathy, 13 years old,_piat hp tea' got& Ouldkly
And has a repertoire of her own.' Bruce, Jimmy and Jtititi catch tune
fragments and choruses on their kazoos.,

4_,,,

We are really free with.. We change songs if we want to, make
up verses; make up song- our bus, about each other, about the
places we go, and th

7
we do; This has become an.importaet

'..teadhing tool.: I ha .....Someflash cards with our telephone numbers
Onthem in response to 47,' -interest inlearning his own nuMber.
Richard spotted the cards so as heclitbed on the bus; He picked
them up and e_a_song with ea verse repeating a number and finally.-,
aisociatink i tith_the Person'a.na -'' hin a week Kathy, Sarah, and
limp knew the 'telephone'nutbers we h--gor Richard to make
purposeful mistakes.- Then Kathy, itiemou7d boo, hiss., and

,

protest in pleasure:
a 7

.

Mt/At Laidig-0 marvelous- tool for recognizing accomplis ta. There
is nothing like song--a very apecial song just abou you and some -_
thing you are struggling with or have mastered --to you feel good
about yourself. ,The eon can be simple, shart,_and ontaneous._ A
song like the one about .may buckling his seat belt a;grdat adhiA#d=
ment); closing the door, or4earning_his_telephone number guarantee
enthusiasm for repeating the task and attempting new onee.

f

A BUS FULL OF TEACHERS

4
We all teach each other on the bus', and so I learn too. Music is-,ark.
'example. For years I was teased'about my singing; 80 stopped. I

became embarrassed to sing, even in a group. But the eop"e *on the
A bL L have taught me that not only is my singing acce0t4bIe, but it is

gaud fun. They have given me so much encoura vent Agit I now
learn new songs to teach them. I sing happily if trot .beautifully in
other aocialcoroups and will even teach songs.

SometNasa we all work together on a concept. 'Bruce and Sarah knew
left from right, but Kathy and John had only a 50=_0 guddeing chance.
We figured out a way to remember which was which, t en chorused
directiond.ton the way to school'. Bruce agreed to eck Kathy and
John thavkafternonn.

"Which way do we turn at Hope's dairy, Kathy?"

"Right!"' :
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"Now which way, John?"

"Right again!"

Several days later Bruce tested the again. "Which way do we turn at

f

Poston Church?"

'Left!' Kathy and John chbruSed as we turned.

Kathy and John also work on the days of the Bruce and Kathy

struggle'vith adding one digit numbers: Sarahworks on litters.

Jimmy concentrates on counting through the teens (hehia the 20'si

30's; and 40's down pat). Richard and Nelson practiCt reading rode

sighs.

I try tofhelpi but with eye COOtact. ted to a rear View Mlirbr.and

with hands and feet occupied by a step ing wheel and pedals, I to.

largely confined to taking, Suggesti. and encouraging froM.a dis-

tance; For example, -When Robert appeared with a toy watch he_tould

not read, I paired him up withRichardi'who Is_fasc*Ited by time /-

talked with RiChard About going eIowlYand f past and

"quarter past"-.until Robert_had complet6ly mastered_ the hours; We

made acardbciard clockAAthAust an hour- hand* Add the tdb went to

work. Several weeks later WeraddechanOther:hand And began talking
- -

about half hours. And socNaIltept-but_of the a4pal teaching

through I felt it important =.stiMulateo en-Outage 1014,guide;

THE TOOL BOX

iliii
We have other "tOo40,.beeideb our Ana:large ca ton midst the

front seat; Some ire actual tools; sbiliClit#iF0ds and irom around

the house. Many are toYO:frbt the school's toy leaidilibrary. I

tchange the toys every fi4 weeks, trying to ep in mind things we

have been talking abOut and Skills partictI .students need_toUbrk on

I try to'have i(piittle or two, Manual skill, toys and something to
_ .

encourage folloking4ibtion with the eyes;

h-sometimes I rate.a lsgtdent on a task. _Yeiterday Jeanie4icked up a

Playstool puzzle she had not tried in a While.'

"You want to rat t, Jeanie?" I asked. "I'll race you to Sugar Creek."

"OK." Jeanie became absorbed in the puzzle. And she beat-me.
----,

We both know it is a game. And we-JObth know that I will seta goal

she can reach if, but only if, she puts her minds tad, it

MAP YOUR ROUTE

It is important tome
what we are doing. I

clisses so I can work
teachrs knO what we

to keep thestudents':!teachers informed about

try to -Spend a day or so every month observing
consistently with the teachers. 'I let the

are working on; tell the about successes so
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they_can reinforce thtat and discuss problems with them. Our conver-
4' maim* are free flowing and easygOing,-usually a few minutesjackday

as students arrive and leave. s.
ft

I do not make formal lesson plans for our bus rides. However; I do
keep in mind goals for each person and ways to reach them. I tty,to
keep my eyes open for student interests I can build on andfOr_new
materials; ,Doing-something creative during our 4 hours a day is
important"; important to students personally and important for their
Aevelopmenti And it is important for me as an effective way to work
with students;

t
A year agoi I Started course work for certification to teach trainable
retarded.chadreu. But I had second thoughts; In a clasproom I would.
have a more hotimeneous grouvOhan the range'of passengers Ienloy
on the bus. I would have lunch-money, monthly progress reports,
state recordsi and staff meetings to worry about. The Appalachian .

hills:I love would remain outsider static. iramoct by a classroom
window. I decided stay With the Hod Rod Music Bus.
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mscusstpN GUIDE FOR THE FILM

"PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING HANDICAPPED"
27 minutes color und

INTRODUCTION
*

"PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING THE HANDICAPPED" is a sister film to
"LIFELINE TO LEARNING". Both of these films are designed to
develop in the viewer an awareness of the difficult but necessary
task of transporting special education students to and from school
and other activities.

-"PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING THE HANDICAPPED" _stresses problem
recognition and the importance of preplanned and prudent responses
in. transporting the special education student. It examines the
serious medical and behavioral problems often encountered with

"...special education students, and shows successful techniques used
by drivers in solving these problems.

WHO IS THE FI1M DESIGNED FOR ?

"PROBLEMS;IN TRANSPORTING THE HANDICAPPED" is for:

* Bus drivers an transportation directors to be used as
'/in-service training materials

Educators in Special education, transportation programs
in universities, and community organizations

Parents and .teachers of special education students to. -

create supportt'and awareness of what goes on aboard the 4

bus,' and, how Very important the parent-driver, and teacher=
driver relatiOnShips are for a successful program

* School bdard.officials, egislators, and budget decision
makers to make'thema e of the need for special education
transportatign,.and lain to them tbithRugh this
speciali form of transportation is ex ensive, it is
vital tp th future of the special ucation student,:. and
growth of the community/

HOW IS THE FILM DESIGNED ?

The film is structured fnt foUr Ate:.

Communication.Probtems
ib ehavioral Problem .,p

* Medical Probleths
* Emergency Problems
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tOHZEMS IN TRANRPeRTTNG THE HANDICAPPED

the end of eachsection a question appears on the screenfolrowed
41ack;IThe appearance of:this guebtiOn gi'VeS:the_ instrUctor the

,00rtunity to stop the projector and_ discuss With the audience'the
iestions raised in the section; AdditiOnal_gueStions ard_topics;are
1t4uded in this guide. We have not provided the answers to_ the`
iestions as they will4;',for the most part; vary due to district and
:ate policies; We encourage the_pinstrubtOr to use this _technique of
Lscussion with the film especially when the filM is used-in an in-
1-vice driver training program.

'RT I: COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

le film onlyshows the communication probleMs With the students;
what about parents?. Teachers? _What ShOUldryou_saythem?
How much should you say? When do you say it? With whose.
permission? What about CONFIDENTIALITY?_

)w would_youjcommunicate with a mentally handicapped youngster and
ask himYher to stop doing something? _A visually impaired H
youngster? A hearing'handiCapped youngster? An orthopedically
handicapped youngster? '

iat are some of the "body signs's! which thi passengers use to
communicate that you have noticed?! W -:t are they saying?

iat are some jof ypur, "body sign-s". which, yo,_ might not be aware 'of.
,

but your passengers might'beZ: ,

yw do_you.tread ths_narrow.road between ShOwing compassion and having
the passenger become emotionallyldependent upon you?,

Lii the relatiOnship you establish with the passsienger threaten the.
teacher? Parent?

lere can you get helpful information' about the p&Asenger to assist
in improving commvications?

-...

-iat kinds of informat±tbn should you communicate to lour passengers?
lat are the various ways we communicate? 7
3W do you know that you have successfully coMmuni ted?

\RT II: BEHAVORAL PROBLEMS

lat problems will you face?_ i

tat preplanned 2bsponse. will you have?: ,,

lon reprimanding a child "one-on-One"-,how can you make this
corffontation educational, fOr the otherjaassengers as well? '1 _

lat special pffbblems are therein handlin4 a 16 year old whoge mental
development is only that of 5.,yearold? What risks are there
in treating him/her like a 5 year old? On what lenel should you

comnvun4cate?
rat are )'same fry

whom and when
of s*q...f=abUSive behavior? What should you do to

stop? i anwhen do youtr)!portit?stop ';it? TO .
.

t are,;the_propqr channelS to handle severe discipline Problems?

18.11 do -ioti -mientoion,the behaviOral probleMs on the bus to Parents?
Teacheisther driveis?i'_

hatils your moral and legal obligation for confidentiality?

.f _
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PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING THE IANDICAPPED

,

How dO you successfully set rules and guidelines for the Menta_ly
handicapped passenger? Vigually impaired? HearincOlancapped?
Orthopedically handicapped?-

How do you know that they. understand, them?
How often should you go over them?
With aides (or bus assistants), if there is a disagreement with the

'driver; how; when and by whom is it resolved?
Bow do you identify the "good" child to reinforce gOod Behavior?
What are the problems which a substitutedriver will have_ with a

reward system used 'by the regular driver? How can they be
alleviated?

What is right and what is wrong with a reward system?
why do sexual problems occur? Are they embarrassing? How ehould

you:handle them?
What do.- ou do when a passenger runs off the but?
What a e the various methods suggested for handlingeha coral

p oblems? -(POssible Answer: flexibility, firmness delegating
espons.ibility, giving praise in isolation, and rew rding the
utdent; i;e playing the radio.)

What the root of some of the behavioral problems you have
erienced?

PART III MEDICAL PROBLEMS

How. can you protectan allergic pissenger from smog or Pollen?
Which of your passengers are hyper-sensitive? Is it to touch_?

Temperature? Smell? How can you reduce the chances "that this
hyper-sensitivity will "set the passenger_off?

Who should be 'responsible to see that the_child is properly dressed?
What are the potential dangers in the child being:over=;dressed?

Under-dressed?
Do you know mouth-to-mouth resuscitation or CPR (cardio-pulmonary

resuscitation) to iques?
If you havera health d medical card on board,,how do yOu'maintain

bonficientia 'ty?
What information houId be on _a health and medical card? ,

How often should it, e updated? By whom? Who is responsible to see
that it is done .

When do you-rely on e card instead of checking with the transportation
office? _

Why is it'important to have a picture of the paseenger on the -card?
(Possible Answer: so that no mistake is made, especially. with
substitute drivers.) r

What are the' special_ responsibilitie:8_andliabilis that come with
transpprting medication? What steps can be vatirin to reduce the .

risk?. l'.
Do knovi the construction; and operation of the wheelchairs and ).

raced'uted by any,orthopedically handicapped passenger you
transport? V

What_replanning have you done for imediical-emergeriCy?.
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PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING. THE_ HANDICAPPED

6°'

Do4You knOW the fastest source of emergency assistance at all points
along the route?

Do you knOW all important emergency t.elephone'nuMberS?_
How do yoU reguest_emAgency assistance from at passer -by so that they

can calmly" and' quickly carry out your*req'uest?

PART' IV: EMERGENCY PROBLEMS

..,What are the district policies in evacuating the
When should you evacuate the bus? Who decides,
which passengers do you get out first? Last? ,

Do you have passengers who can be leaders? Have you worked with theM
to prepare them to help you in an evacuation?

Have_anyof the passengers been taught;to use emergency equipment?
'If -so, When_should they_beVermitted to use it? (POSSible Answer:
only to assist. in the evacuation or to prolong' the_trte availal4e. .

for evacuation. NEVER asa Substitute for evaduatioh.) y4:'

What will, ou Sayand do ii any eme'rgency? To the pasSenget?':TO
bystander?

Do you have sufficieflt drills so that even the mentally hOdicapped
passengergellPknowhow_

--to .react? . \ 4:, '

Why is it necessary to -pick out one spot to assemble? (Possible

,:Answer: to keep(_them from wandering.) How do you mark or describe

that _spot? .:
L

_ _ ...,. . _ _

What special evacuation challenges are presented by mentally.- handicapped

passengers ?_ ",itually handicapped? Hearing handicapped?
Orthopedically handicapped? What'are the--setiOns to'these
Challenges?i,

Does your police and fire department know the physical structure o!

your bUS and the nature of your passengers and understand the r

limitations? .

What would your response be to a passenger having a seizure?
Should you Stc%\the busimmediately? What are the risks of doing so?

Is the seizure 'really dangerous? If so, to whom? What -e can be

taken to reduce any danger which may exist?
,Shbuld you become fixated on one passenger at the eXpense-of the others?

When and to whom should a seizure be reported?

FORMS

the following page are c7/14es of-forms which the produceNS.fpund
useful and_ thought might be of interest to 'users of this film. They

are:,AobabilY not complete but should serve as a-good starting place

for users. wishing to know more about some of the suggestions made in

the film. <
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PROBLEMS IN RANSPORTING THE HANbI&PPED
4

HOW CAN YOU HELP ,US TCY,BETTER SERVE YOU ?

We want to produce the best possible materials lor you so that you
can get your job done effectively, and successfully. To this end
we enclose an evaluation sheet with each film. Illlyou have one we
would-appreciate your taking a minute to fill it out and send it
back to use, or with the film back to-us. P

W need to know your feeds and ideas to produce effective instructiona]
ma erials. Please write us, phone us, or talk with%us at meetings.
Tell us what you iike,or even dislike about our materials. Tell us
what you need, and what you would like to. see developed. Help us 0
helpyou. Thanks. -

irlo. 1
, / k

Dr. David W. Parker

'Mr. Hugh Kennedy Tirrell

r

Ms. Victoria Clinton

Mr. Richard Buckley
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